
Heat of Night (Lunch Break Series Book 8)

Author: Stephanie Nicole Norris

An irresistible encounter in the forest of Charlotte, North Carolina, turns into Nicole Franklin’s deepest desires.

A Table for Ten: a Z boys Military Christmas romance

Author: Sofia Aves

Z Unit doesn't exist. So a knock on the door on Christmas Day brings more than one surprise to the special ops band of brothers.

Lincoln ‘Ace’ Kelly has traded everything for command of his unit and the girl who saved his life—even if she’s furry and sleeps on the floor. Every year at

Christmas the boys of his unit put extra chairs around the table for the ones they’ve lost.

Next year, Lincoln expects to see new faces around the table and a whole lot more chairs.

When Hadleigh Rawson knocks on his door on Christmas Day, Linclon is reminded of what Christmas is about—gratitude for the band of soldiers who are more

like brothers than employees, good food, better company and the hope that an old grunt might be worthy of redemption and love.

Lucifer's Beginning

Author: Lisa Renee Jones

She believes he betrayed her. To him, her lack of trust is her betrayal. But now someone wants her dead. He won't ever let anything happen to her. Now he plans

to show her enemies he can live up to his name, he is the devil. She already believes it. They will, too.

A sexy eight-chapter sneak peak into Lucifer's Sin, book one in the Lucifer Trilogy.

Xavier: A single dad instalove romance (All the Single Dads Book 6)

Author: Sadie King

He makes her a promise and betrays his own heart…

Angela

I left home in a hurry to escape my handsy stepdad. Now I’m living rough trying to save enough money for accommodation.

Until the hot single dad I’ve been lusting after finds me sleeping in my car. He takes me into his home, giving me shelter and a safe place to stay.

But it’s not just a home. This place is a mansion, and my savior turns out to be the kindest, most generous man I’ve ever met.

Oh yeah, and he’s some kind of secret billionaire.

But I’m a homeless hot mess. What would he want with me?

Xavier

When I find the angelic Angela sleeping rough, the least I can do is give her shelter.

I make her a promise: I won’t lay a finger on her. She’s been through enough of that and I won’t have her feeling obligated to me.

But as the weeks go by and I get to know my curvy angel, the promise becomes harder and harder to keep.

Will I betray my promise to Angela or betray my own heart?

Do you love steamy single dad romance?

Let the boys from All the Single Dads warm up your nights. These single dad hotties are fiercely protective and will do anything for the ones they love.

The series features grumpy single dads, secret billionaires, shy neighbors, and men turned obsessive by the curvy heroines who capture their hearts.

Each book in the series is a standalone but are best enjoyed together. No cliffhangers and always with a happily ever after.

Authors note: Xavier is a short instalove story that can be read in about an hour. If you love a quickie, then dive on in!

Anton: A steamy single dad age gap romance (All the Single Dads Book 5)

Author: Sadie King

He’s a single father obsessed with the babysitter. But is she ready to give up her v-card for the single dad twice her age? 



Anton 

All the reasons why I shouldn’t sleep with the babysitter: 

She’s half my age. 

She’s probably got a spotty boyfriend stashed away somewhere. 

It would be weird for my kid, and I can’t put him through anymore heartache. 

The reasons I do sleep with the babysitter: 

She was blowing on her soup in a really sexy way, and then she licked a strawberry. 

I am so screwed. 

 

Eden 

Reasons why I shouldn't sleep with the silver fox single dad: 

No. Can’t think of a single one. 

Reasons why I do sleep with the silver fox single dad: 

He takes me on an all-expenses-paid trip to Chicago. 

I drink too much wine. 

He’s damn hot and worth giving up my v-card for. 

But now we’re back home to reality, am I just his booty call? 

 

Do you love steamy single dad and curvy girl romance? 

Let the boys from All the Single Dads warm up your nights. These single dad hotties are fiercely protective and will do anything for the ones they love.

The series features grumpy single dads, secret billionaires, shy neighbors, and men turned obsessive by the curvy heroines who capture their hearts.

Each book in the series is a standalone but are best when enjoyed together. Look out for your favorite characters from Maple Springs popping into the stories for

cameo appearances. No cliffhangers, and always with a happily ever after.

Note from the author: Anton is a short and steamy instalove romance that can be read in about an hour. If you like a smoking hot quickie, then dive on in!

The Games We Play: A Sports College Bully Romance Prequel (Heart Of Stone)

Author: Brooke Olsen

I was so close to being free…

And then I bumped into him.

Stone, the college’s hockey star.

A sexy God, worshipped by all. Oh… he’s also a borderline sociopath who wants to make me his.

I’ve lied, cheated and stolen to get into this college. With one word he could take it all away.

He loves to watch me suffer and wants to see me beg.

But I am sick of these men trying to control me. If he wants to play, I’m game…

The Games We Play is a 10k enemies-to-lovers college sports romance prequel with heat, feisty banter, and twisted chemistry. Capped off with a

swoon-worthy HEA! It is the prequel to the standalone novel The Lying Game!

Meeting a Duke at Moonlight: (A Lady’s Dream Series, Short Story) A Historical Regency Romance Novel

Author: Alice Acker

They were worlds apart, but an island in moonlight brought them together. 

 

Katherine Rowley is the governor’s daughter on the Caribbean island of West Tainos, and her desire for a London Season has not dimmed, despite her father’s 

refusal. No one that interesting ever comes to West Tainos. But the handsome Lord Barrington is still here, living just next door. He is rather smug or used to be, 

and Katherine finds herself spending more and more time with him. She knows she’s risking a lot, but she can’t help riding to meet him in the moonlight. There is 

just something about him that makes her want to see him again and again. It’s simply too bad that he’ll be leaving soon for England once more. 

 

Lord Edward Barrington, a duke, has enjoyed his island respite more than he thought he would. It was all about business, but now the lovely, brown-eyed Miss 

Rowley has been turning his head, and business has begun to dim in importance. Meeting at moonlight seems like a good idea despite the risk, and yet in his 

heart, he knows that he will have to break hers. And soon.



 

*If you are keen on reading Regency romances then "Meeting a Duke at Moonlight" is a perfect fit for you! 

 

It's a historical Regency romance novel, a Short Story of the series "A Lady's Dream". 

 

No cheating, no cliffhangers, and always a sweet happily ever after.

Auctioned To The Billionaire (Part Five)

Author: Kelly Favor

I’m totally innocent. Completely inexperienced in all the important ways.

And now I’ve been auctioned off to a man I’ve never met.

Billionaire mogul Dermot Nash is like nobody else I’ve ever encountered. He’s powerful and handsome, with a cold gaze that heats me to my very core.

But there’s so much about him that’s a mystery – secrets he will never reveal. And the way he makes me feel when he touches me can never make up for the fact

that I’ve been purchased to be used as his personal plaything.

When he’s done with me at the end of the month, I’ll be discarded and forgotten. A disposable woman, something only the very wealthy can afford…

He can throw me away whenever he wants. And the more time I spend with him, the more I fear I’m falling for him, starting to love a man incapable of feeling

anything.

And the worst part of it all?

His secrets can’t be anywhere near as bad as the one I’m keeping…

Auctioned To The Billionaire (Part Seven)

Author: Kelly Favor

I never thought I'd allow myself to be bought. Purchased by a man I hardly know, a man I don't even like...

Billionaire Kingston Stiles is heir to an empire the likes of which I can't even imagine, and one day he will inherit a fortune and rule like a king. Perhaps that is why

he thinks he can hire me to play his willing little servant.

And maybe he's right. Because I need the money.

I have so many bills to pay that I feel as if I'm drowning, and now perhaps I will finally be able to swim to shore.

At least, that's what I tell myself as Kingston begins to draw me in, closer and closer, somehow destroying all of my defenses, shattering my illusions, and

ultimately dragging me deeper down beneath the surface than I ever thought I could go.

And worst of all, he knows that I'm enjoying every minute of it...

Bowie: A Firefighter Mountain Man Curvy Girl Romance (Veterans of Vermont Book 3)

Author: Kate Weiss

Bowie: Veterans of Vermont Book 3 

Features: A mountain man firefighter and younger curvy girl romance. Instalove themes. 

 

Dawn 

The summer fair is our bakery's busiest time of year. 

Not that we profit from it, but it's all for a good cause. 

All the local heroes get together, and we put on a great day for the town. 

It's a pretty chilled out day after being run off our feet in the bakery. 

This year, though, things are heating up. 

Not just because of the wildfire that sweeps through our fair. 

But because Bowie seems hell-bent on pursuing me. 

Even if that means chasing me into a burning forest. 



Bowie 

I've been propping up the corner table in Dawn's bakery for too long. 

I can't bring myself to talk to her. To drag her into my world. 

She's exactly my type. 

But I've been too busy looking after my sister and my buddy's family to make a move. 

Too caught up in my own nightmares that followed me home. 

When she soaks me at the summer fair, I'm immediately hooked. 

I'm determined to claim this curvy woman. 

To make her mine. 

But first, I'm going to have to save her life. 

 

Six of us enlisted, but only five of us got to board the plane home. From the second our boots hit the dust bowl, we made a promise forged in blood. If any one of

us lost our lives in that godforsaken desert, we'd all pitch in to look after our fallen comrade's family. When Harlow met his end, it's a promise that we stuck to.

And in Pink Springs, Vermont, we all found something to keep our hands busy inbetween taking care of Harlow's kid siblings and parents. Laid-back jobs,

storefronts and eateries full of small-town charm, and the curvy girls who stole our hearts. 

 

A mountain man instalove romance series, featuring alpha males, older man and younger woman partners, and hunky mountain men who have to have their

curvy girl. There's no cheating and no cliffhangers. HEA comes as standard!

HOROSCOPE TO LOVE: A Curvy Girl Romance

Author: Lana Dash

Sometimes the universe has a plan, if you just read the signs!

MATILDA

Can a few lines of vague advice in a horoscope column really guide someone’s life? I didn’t think so until I talked with my best friend, who writes the wedding

announcements at the newspaper we both work for. She told me there was a trend of couples claiming they met by reading and following the paper’s horoscope

advice. I’m always on the lookout for a story, so I decide to meet Madame Zodiac and find out her secret to helping so many people find love. But when I track her

down, I’m met with more questions…

ELLIS

It’s not often I get uninvited visitors at my house. Most people in town know that I want to be left alone. But when a maddening but beautiful journalist shows up at

my door, I find it hard to send her away. Full of intrusive questions and a sharp wit that keeps me on my toes, my resolve starts to crumble, but will she stick

around when she gets the answers she’s come looking for?

HOROSCOPE TO LOVE is a series of short, sweet, and steamy standalone contemporary romances about curvy women who, after reading their horoscopes,

stumble into love in unexpected ways. Read HOROSCOPE TO LOVE, a prequel story that sets the stage for the series. If you enjoy a little mystery, an inquisitive

journalist, and a brooding stranger, you won’t want to miss this! No cheating. No cliffhangers. HEA guaranteed.

Simmering Passion (Zaftig Dating Agency)

Author: Jane Fox

Robb: When Kiara walks into the restaurant where I work, I know right away she's the woman I've been searching for.

Kiara: I didn't know chefs could look like Robb. But suddenly, I feel very hungry.

Sometimes fate needs a little help. Welcome to the files of the Zaftig Dating Agency, where alpha men find the curvy women of their dreams!

Each book in the series is a complete, standalone story.

This is a sweet but sexy short story romance, complete with insta-love and a guaranteed happily-ever-after. If you’re looking for an escape from everyday life

with an alpha older man and the curvy BBW younger woman that he loves, this is the book for you!

Brock: A single dad insta love romance (All the Single Dads Book 4)

Author: Sadie King

An obsessed single dad will stop at nothing to claim the woman he loves. 

 

Olive 

I’m going for the daycare director position. So, I definitely should not get involved with the hot single dad who’s been pursuing me relentlessly. 

Unless we do it secretly. 

That’s the thing about doing something you shouldn’t, it always feels so darn good.



But if anyone found out… My career would be over. 

 

Brock 

When you’re left with baby twins to raise on your own, there’s not a lot of time for romance. At least that’s what I’ve told myself for the last four years. 

But their sweet and perky daycare worker has been getting into my dreams and making me think it’s time to end my lonely spell. 

But when she rejects me, I will stop at nothing to make her mine. 

 

Do you love steamy single dad and curvy girl romance? 

Let the boys from All the Single Dads warm up your nights. These single dad hotties are fiercely protective and will do anything for the ones they love. 

The series features grumpy single dads, secret billionaires, shy neighbors, and men turned obsessive by the curvy heroines who capture their hearts. 

 

Each book in the series is a standalone but are best when enjoyed together. Look out for your favorite characters from Maple Springs popping into the stories for

cameo appearances. No cliffhangers, and always with a happily ever after. 

 

“Talk about smoking hot!” 

“Sadie King painted a sexy, sweet picture with Brock and Olive's story. They were great together. Their chemistry sizzled and sparked.” 

“The heroine is fabulous! Love this series!” 

 

Note from the author: Brock is a short and steamy instalove romance that can be read in about an hour. If you like a smoking hot quickie, then dive on in.

Rescuing His Forever (Folklore Book 4)

Author: Shaw Hart

Owen Marshall has always dreamed of hitting the open ocean and looking for buried treasure.

He’s been a pirate fanatic practically since birth, but living in Santa Fe, New Mexico hasn’t provided him with many opportunities to live out his dream. Instead, he

writes about the adventures he wishes he was having in his books. Then one day, he’s had enough.

He puts his books on hold and travels south, looking for a diving instructor and a boat to charter. His plan? To go out looking for old shipwrecks and buried

treasure.

Instead, he finds Andie.

When Owen stumbles his way into Andie's life, he's just meant to be another client. Here one day and gone the next, but instead, he manages to work his way

under her skin.

When the diving trip is over, will Owen be able to walk away from Andie? Or will he rescue his forever girl?

*Warning: This free-spirited explorer loves adventure and his woman. Are you looking for a sweet love story? Then this is the book for you!

Chasing His Forever (Folklore Book 5)

Author: Shaw Hart

Marvel East is flighty.

It's a running joke that she can never make up her mind on anything and she'd be the first to admit that she has a hard time making decisions or trusting her gut.

The only thing she's ever been sure of is that she and Milo Colt are soul mates.

Or so she thinks.

When he breaks up with her out of the blue, she's heartbroken. She gets a little bit tipsy and decides that what she needs is a vacation. She thought she had

found the perfect man, a unicorn if you will, but now that she knows that's a lie, she's determined to go out and find herself a real soulmate.

She boards her plane to Iceland, only to find Milo seated next to her.

Milo made a huge mistake and he knows it. He loves Marvel, more than anything and he can't imagine a life without her.

When he loses the love of his life, he knows that he's going to do anything to win her back. Even if that means chasing his forever girl halfway around the world.

*Love sweet and sexy short romances? Then this book is for you!

Levi: A steamy single dad romance (All the Single Dads Book 3)



Author: Sadie King

Aria

I need routine in my life. Not the wild and unpredictable neighbor who couldn’t even keep his lawn trimmed.

We shared a kiss one wild night, and then he left.

Now he’s back, and my body is going crazy. He makes my skin heat and my pulse flutter. I’m in danger of losing control and it scares me.

I need control in my life; I need order. And that means banishing my wild neighbor for good.

Levi

My uptight neighbor with the pouty lips and curvy hips… She’s nervous as hell and sexy as sin.

The night I finally kissed her was the same night I got the call that changed my life forever.

A son I never knew existed.

I left to be his father.

But now I’m back and I want my neighbor for my wife. No matter how skittish she is, she will be mine.

Do you love steamy single dad romance?

Let the boys from All the Single Dads warm up your nights. These single dad hotties are fiercely protective and will do anything for the ones they love.

The series features grumpy single dads, secret billionaires, shy neighbors, and men turned obsessive by the curvy heroines who capture their hearts.

Each book in the series is a standalone but are best when enjoyed together. Look out for your favorite characters from Maple Springs popping into the stories for

cameo appearances.

There are never any cliffhangers but there is always a happily ever after.

Ordering a Man: unrequited love with a happily ever after (Dating Network Service Book 3)

Author: Scarlett Woods

She’s a forty-year-old banker who’s willing to try anything to find the one and get married. He’s a smooth-talking casino marketing director divorcee

who wants to date but has lost all faith in love. Will an online dating network help these two find what they’re looking for, or will their connection be

too weak to sustain?

Helena

I’ve always been confident in my own skin. I keep a stable job as a banker and am surrounded by friends and family that love me. But as the only forty-year-old

single woman at my niece’s birthday party, my loneliness set in.

Fortunately, a new online dating service is presented to me and I’m ready to give it a try.

When a hot divorcee pops into the chat, I’m all in.

Michael is handsome, honest, and presses my ‘like’ button all night long.

But am I willing to sacrifice what I’ve always wanted, for love?

Michael

As the casino marketing director, I’ve seen and heard it all. After divorcing my cheating ex-wife, I could’ve had any tempting woman that walked onto the casino

room floor. But I didn’t. Tainted love has left me never wanting to get married.

However, I am ready to start dating again.

When a gorgeous woman messages me through an online dating network, I want to take her from chatroom to bedroom.

Helena is sweet, intelligent, and completely priceless.

But can I prove to her that true love is more than a label?

This is book three in the Dating Network Service series. Needless to say, the characters will find a happily ever after. This one or two-hour read is filled with sweet

romances and a steamy sex scene.

Read the other books in the Dating Network Service series:

Book One - Ordering a Christmas Snack

Book Two - Ordering a New Year’s Fling

Book Three - Ordering a Man



Book Four - Ordering a Wife

Book Five - Ordering a Date

Book Six - Ordering a Billionaire

Jaxon: A steamy single dad age gap romance (All the Single Dads Book 1)

Author: Sadie King

She’s working in a dead-end job. He’s a billionaire in need of a nanny…

“Jaxon is a steamy fast read that takes you on a fast and heated ride!”

“A good storyline with a sweet sassy heroine and a cranky mess of a man hero!”

“Fun short book with angst to polish it off.”

I’m working in yet another dead-end job when Mr. Handsome himself offers me a position as his live-in nanny.

His mansion is luxurious and elegant, and I’m way out of my comfort zone.

He only has one rule: Don’t make a sound.

Which is kind of hard for a girl who loves to sing.

And when he takes that rule into the bedroom, it might just be my undoing.

Do you love steamy single dad and curvy girl romance?

Let the boys from All the Single Dads warm up your nights. These single dad hotties are fiercely protective and will do anything for the ones they love.

The series features grumpy single dads, secret billionaires, shy neighbors, and men turned obsessive by the curvy heroines who capture their hearts.

Each book in the series is a standalone but are best when enjoyed together. Look out for your favorite characters from Maple Springs popping into the stories for

cameo appearances. No cliffhangers, and always with a happily ever after.

Note from the author: Jaxon is a short and steamy instalove romance that can be read in about an hour. If you like a smoking hot quickie, then dive on in!

His Boy to Love (Naughty or Nice Season Two)

Author: Chloe Gray

Dear Santa,

Please help me. I'm in love with the adorable man next door, but despite my awesome flirting powers, he doesn't notice me at all. I even sing to his dog every

night before bed, but does he declare his undying love? No.

Can you send me someone special? Someone who likes to read steamy romances, has way too may guinea pigs, and smiles pure sunshine? Is that too specific?

Also, did I forget to mention that I'm a Daddy Dom who likes cuddling and reading bedtime stories to nice boys?

No, I'm not sure my neighbor is into that. Why do you ask? You're Santa Claus. You got this.

10k short story. Sweet and fluffy mm romance. Light ageplay, Daddy/little relationship.

His Boy to Love is part of the Naughty or Nice Season Two multi-author series. Each book can be read as a standalone, but there are so many Daddies looking

for some holiday magic to bring them their perfect boys, why not grab them all?

Beginner's Luck: Get Lucky

Author: Bree Weeks

Brendan MacLeish

My parents met at the Lisdoonvarna Matchmaking Festival back in 1995. They'd been together ever since until I lost them last year. For years, they'd kept in

touch with the matchmaker who introduced them, and now I'm traveling back to Ireland to set a wrong to right. I didn't expect to meet the fiery granddaughter of

the matchmaker and have her set me alight as well. She, of course, wants nothing to do with me, until I get the most unlikely endorsement.

Maeve O'Sullivan

I've taken care of my grandfather for as long as I can remember. He went a little wild when his friends betrayed him, and I've been the one to pick up the pieces.

Now, the son of the people who caused his grief is here to try to make amends. Well, if he thinks I'm going to just let bygones be bygones, he's got another thing

coming. The only thing getting in the way of me telling him to take a long walk off a short pier is that he's all I think about. He's worked his way into my heart, and

I'm just not ready for that. There's no way I'm going to allow myself to fall for the enemy. Am I?

IT’S TIME TO GET LUCKY!



Join nine of your favorite romance authors as we celebrate green rivers, green beer, and gold coins. Whether they meet at a parade, pub crawl, or on the

Emerald Isle itself, our heroes and heroines will find themselves getting lucky this March.

Each short and steamy story promises a happily-ever-after, with plenty of shamrocks and pots of gold waiting at the end of the rainbow.

Cody Bay Inn: Nantucket Calling: A Nantucket Romance Series. PREQUEL

Author: Amy Rafferty

This is the PREQUEL to Amazon #1 Best- Selling Author, Amy Rafferty's Nantucket Romance Series.

Cody Moore is about to capture your heart… Find out what made her into the strong and kind-hearted woman she is

today.

Are you new to Cody Bay, or have you met this inspirational woman before?

Whether you’re longing to fill in the gaps in Cody’s past, or you’re meeting her for the very first time, you’re in for a treat.

Cody is a woman of admirable strength and is driven by a fierce determination to live a life her parents would have been proud of. With two young children and

the life she thought she could count on in tatters, she returns to her childhood home and the healing powers of Cody Bay.

What really happened on the night she lost her parents? What’s the real reason she feels the healing powers of the bay? And what happened to bring her back to

the island 12 years ago?

Meet Cody’s beloved grandparents, and get a glimpse of her childhood on the island. Meet her gorgeous children as pre-schoolers, and get a sneak peek into the

past that traumatized them for so many years.

For new readers, Cody Bay Inn Prequel will leave you desperate to get to know Cody even better… And if you’ve already read Cody Bay Inn. Starting Over in

Nantucket, this is the second serving you’ve been craving.

Delve into the secrets of Cody’s past, and get to know what made her the incredible woman she is today.

If you’re ready to feel the healing winds of Cody Bay and lose yourself in a rich tale of resilience, click “Add to Cart” right

now.

Lance: A Mountain Man Curvy Woman Romance (Veterans in Alaska Book 10)

Author: Emily Evans

Eileen

I can’t believe that my adoptive parents lied about not knowing my biological mother, and that she left a letter for me.

Now that Mom has died, I’m heading to Alaska to find my birth mother.

I’ve secured a teaching job in Virgin Falls, now I just need to find Mara.

The hot maintenance guy is helpful and supportive and being Alaska no longer feels so lonely.

But will I stay in Virgin Falls after I meet Mara?

Is there a place for me among her family? My family.

And is there a place for me with Lance?

Lance

At first, I thought Eileen was just the pretty new teacher from the big city.

But the more we talk, the more I’m drawn to this gorgeous curvy woman.

I’m not used to feeling this way, and I try not to show my attraction because she has her mind on finding her birth mother.

However, I soon realize that, for the first time in a long time, I want to open my heart to a woman.

I want to love her and cherish her forever.

But why would she stay in Virgin Falls after she finds her biological mother?

We made a vow. As military men, our word is our bond, so now that we’ve retired, we’re back at Virgin Falls to support our fallen brother’s wife. The Alaskan town

was our place to unwind. A beautiful place with people who are friendly if somewhat reserved. We want to start new lives here and grow our families together. But

can we find love in these remote mountains?

Be My Bad Boy: Friends First Curvy Romance



Author: Tarin Lex

Be My Bad Boy is an over-the-top insta-love short romance with a shy curvy heroine and a possessive alpha who is about to find out just how ready for love he

truly is! This is book 10 in the Lonely Hearts Club multi-author series.

Bailey:

I’m a good girl. Always have been.

He’s my greatest weakness.

The motorcycle-riding, bartending bad boy: Crash.

He needs a good girl to be his plus-one at his sister’s wedding.

I need to not be single, again, on Valentine’s Day.

I can play the good-girl part one last time, for him.

If he’ll teach me how to get a bad boy to fall for me.

Crash:

Our crazy little scheme might actually work.

But Bailey is expecting some kind of makeover.

A list of do’s and don’ts to help her get a boyfriend.

I just can’t do that.

There’s not a thing I would change about Bailey.

Not after I realize, a good girl is kind of the best.

And if she really wants a boyfriend?

She’s lookin’ at him.

The Lonely Hearts Club are flirty, fun Valentine’s stories from some of your favorite shorts authors. No cheating. No cliffhangers. And HEAs? They’re

guaranteed!

Be My Handy Mechanic by Ally Crew

Be My Naughty Neighbor by Liz Fox

Be My Grumpy Mountain Man by Lana Dash

Be My Dishy Doctor by Kate Tilney

Be My Charming Prince by Elsie James

Be My Burly Bartender by Barbra Campbell

Be My Dirty Billionaire by L. Nicole

Be My Flirty Firefighter by C.L. Cruz

Be My Bad Boy by Tarin Lex

Be My Private Chef by Sadie King

Be My Romantic Nerd by Brynn Hale

Her Dirty Cowboy: Instalove Cowboy’s Baby Romance (Love on the Ranch Book 5)

Author: Mia Brody

This dirty cowboy wants forever with his curvy woman… 

 

Tara Hart 

 

There was something magnetic about the cowboy at the bar. 

 

We did dirty things together in a cheap hotel room. 

 

It was the best night of my life. 

 

But good things don’t happen to women like me. 

 

So the morning after, I run. It’s what I do. It’s what I’m good at. 

 

Until that little plus symbol tells me I took home a memento from our night together. 

 

With no way to contact him and no family of my own, I need to settle down and get a permanent job. 

 

Lucky for me, I get hired at the Taylor Ranch. 

 

Unlucky for me, my dirty cowboy is now my boss. 

 

Adam Taylor 



I met the woman that was meant to be mine. 

 

But after one hot night together, she disappears from my life. 

 

I spent months searching for her only to have her show up on my ranch. 

 

As my new employee. 

 

Who also happens to be pregnant with my baby. 

 

Can I convince my jaded cowgirl that this dirty cowboy wants forever with her? 

 

Welcome to Courage County, North Carolina where alpha cowboys fall for strong curvy women and find love on the ranch. There’s NO cheating and NO

cliffhangers. Just a sweet, sexy HEA.

Dating the Firefighter

Author: Lana Dash

A case of mistaken identity between a firefighter and a bachelorette leads to some comedic chaos that comes to a head when they meet again at a local speed

dating event. Can they push past the embarrassment of their initial meeting and find love?

This Valentine's Day, our heroes and heroines are skipping the dating apps and attending one of MatchMakers Inc.'s famous speed dating events. Is five minutes

enough time to feel a spark of chemistry? Can love truly be in the air?

Go on a speed date with us and find out!

This February, thirteen of your favorite romance authors celebrate steamy instalove in this Valentine’s Day series!

Dating the Firefighter by Lana Dash

Dating the Detective by Mazzy King

Dating the Chef by Ember Davis

Dating the Doubter by Karla Doyle

Dating the Doctor by Jane Fox

Dating the Cowboy by Eve London

Dating the Professor by Carly Keene

Dating the Soldier by Kali Hart

Dating the Coach by Ava Hart

Dating the Billionaire by Tarin Lex

Dating the Director by MK Meredith

Dating the Boss by Kameron Claire

Dating the Virgin by Piper Cook

Promised to the Wolf: A Prequel Short Story

Author: Jayne Castel

“Fate decides the course your life will take, woman—not you.”

Fenella, a young Pict huntress, is a free spirit determined to carve her own destiny. 

But the day her father announces the arrival of their tribe’s chieftain, and reveals the promise he’d made to him—it starts to dawn on her that if she wants

freedom, she will have to fight for it. 

PROMISED TO THE WOLF is a prequel short story to TAMING THE EAGLE, a stand-alone Historical Romance novel set in the 2nd Century AD, during the

Roman occupation of what is now Scotland.



Saving Her Curves: A BBW & Bad Boy Second-Chance Romance (His Curvy Beauty Book 13)

Author: Lana Love

One tattooed blue collar hunk + The curvy babe who tutored him in English + An impossible situation = A love that saves the day!

When Karla Ray literally runs into me at the hospital, feeling her curves in my arms is the best thing that's happened to me in a long time. I've been lying to

myself, thinking that playing the field was fun and that there was no point to settling down and building a life with a woman. Yet when tragedy nearly strikes the

family of one of my crew, my eyes open. Big time.

Karla tutored me in English back in school, and I've never forgotten her. She was shy and studious, and everything I wasn't. Seeing her again makes me realize

she is everything I want and need in a partner, and the look in her eyes tells me she feels the same way.

But Karla has a big problem and she's in over her head. I'm going to show her just how much I love her and save her.

Saving Her Curves is a short and sizzling curvy girl romance, perfect for a pick-me-up during your day or just before bed. Guaranteed HEA, no cheating, no past

relationship drama -- just two people discovering their perfect match and starting a sizzling future together. The epilogue is included in the book!

Dating the Virgin: A Curvy Woman Instalove Romance

Author: Piper Cook

Curvy Girl Short & Steamy Virgin Guy Next Door Romance

She’s worldly-wise and cautious. He’s in no hurry to find the one. Can two neighbors who go bump in the night find love in the light of day?

Gabby

I’m tired of dating app lies.

Men are never as tall, attractive, or as well-endowed as they claim to be.

When I sign up for a speed dating event, I’m surprised to see my serial dating neighbor there.

I’ve heard my share of cheesy come-ons, but his line is the cherry on top.

Justice is unlike any man I’ve met, and he’s leading me into virgin territory.

But is he just a man on a mission or someone with staying power?

Justice

During a guy’s night of poker, I let my most guarded secret slip.

But I can take a little ribbing from the guys.

When they goad me into a speed dating event, I go along with the joke.

Gabby’s my curvy redheaded neighbor, and she blows more than my mind with her sassy mouth.

Can I convince her to give me a second chance to make a first impression?

♥♥♥

This Valentine’s Day, our heroes and heroines are skipping the dating apps and attending one of MatchMakers Inc.’s famous Speed Dating events. Is five

minutes enough time to feel a spark of chemistry? Can love truly be in the air?

Go on a speed date with us and find out!

This February, thirteen of your favorite romance authors celebrate steamy instalove in this Valentine’s Day series!

Dating the Firefighter by Lana Dash

Dating the Detective by Mazzy King

Dating the Chef by Ember Davis

Dating the Doubter by Karla Doyle

Dating the Doctor by Jane Fox

Dating the Cowboy by Eve London



Dating the Professor by Carly Keene

Dating the Soldier by Kali Hart

Dating the Coach by Ava Hart

Dating the Billionaire by Tarin Lex

Dating the Director by MK Meredith

Dating the Boss by Kameron Claire

Dating the Virgin by Piper Cook

Love Notes (Zaftig Dating Agency)

Author: Jane Fox

Keenan: I don't believe in miracles. At least, I didn't, until Bekah walked into the room. Now I'm going to do what I have to in order to make her mine.

Bekah: Keenan's the hottest guy I've ever seen. What are the chances he'll be interested in me?

Sometimes fate needs a little help. Welcome to the files of the Zaftig Dating Agency, where alpha men find the curvy women of their dreams!

Each book in the series is a complete, standalone story.

This is a sweet but sexy short story romance, complete with insta-love and a guaranteed happily-ever-after. If you’re looking for an escape from everyday life

with an alpha older man and the curvy BBW younger woman that he loves, this is the book for you!

Marrying the Mayor: A Curvy Woman Age Gap Small Town Short Romance (Crescent Bay Book 2)

Author: Autumn Wilds

I went to Windy Hill for business… I never imagined I’d find pleasure instead.

Lily’s a beacon of light in my life from the moment I lay eyes on her. Curvy, confident, and sweet as her name, she steals not just my attention, but my heart too.

She’s strong enough to stand on her own, but I want to be the man lifting her up and supporting her for the rest of our lives. Especially when someone’s

threatening to take everything from her.

I won’t let it happen. I won’t let someone steal Lily’s happiness from her.

I’m going to give Lily everything I have to ensure she’s happy. No matter what.

Morgan: A Savage Spring MC Prequel

Author: Alexis Ashlie

Once upon a time my world was just shades of gray. Finding and defending Sara turns everything into technicolor. Still my life is filled with violence

and danger, far too much for a beautiful soul like her. Even when I’m sent to prison, she vows to wait for me. But love isn’t meant for men like me. I

escape prison to save her once again when I discover there’s a contract on her life. But if I don’t get there in time, will I ever be able to find redemption

through the veil of red so much tragedy has cast over my life?

This is Morgan's origin story. Find out about his entry into the world of Savage Spring MC in this steamy romance.

The Zodiac Werewolf: Transformation of Aquarius: (Male Male Alpha Shifter Romance with a dark and

steamy college twist)

Author: Anni Lee

February 1st: Aquarius: Whatever unfinished business you have with someone in your love life needs to be dealt with today or else you will not be 

free to fully embrace new romantic horizons. Dealing with this issue won't be easy, but you'll never be satisfied until you and your crush come to an 

agreement... 



Jasper Monte has been marked by his Astrology Club professor, the Zodiac Shifter Alpha Chase King. But while his teacher's shifter form can't get enough of

Jasper, his human form is still cold and standoffish. So when the Astrology Club is set to go on a field trip to a local hot springs resort, what better chance does

Jasper have to try to win over his professor than while sharing a bath and a hotel room. 

 

But the field trip coincides with the night of the full moon in the month of the Aquarius, and being surrounded by his classmates, knowing Chase could transform

at any moment, has Jasper on edge. The water bearer is supposed to be a tender lover, but when he's alone with his mark, all bets are off. 

 

The werewolves of the legends were nothing like this. 

 

When every month threatens a different transformation, will Jasper be willing to accept the risks that being with the professor entails? 

 

This is a sexy and dark story of a once innocent college boy and his dangerous shifter alpha professor. Each installment features a different Zodiac Sign

transformation and creative ways to use it! If you enjoyed the steam of Fifty Shades of Grey, the hot and dangerous Werewolves of The Vampire Diaries, and love

Male Male Romance, you'll love the Zodiac Werewolf! 

 

Capricorn (Available Now!) 

Aquarius (Available Now!) 

Pisces (Available Now!) 

Aries (Available Now!) 

Taurus (Available Now!) 

Gemini (Available Now!) 

Cancer (Available Now!) 

Leo (Available Now!) 

Virgo (Available Now!) 

Libra (Available Now!) 

Scorpio (Available Now!) 

Sagittarius (Available Now!) 

Ophiuchus (In Progress) 

 

Zodiac Werewolf Fairy Tales also Available Now! 

Say My Name (A Rumpelstiltskin Retelling) 

My Little Wolf (A Little Red Riding Hood Retelling)

Dating the Doctor

Author: Jane Fox

James: When my sister makes me go to the speed dating event she's hosting, I figure I'll just do it as a favor. But one look at Lauren and I'm suddenly glad I

showed up.

Lauren: I didn't have high hopes for speed dating—that is, until a certain doctor sat down at my table.

This Valentine's Day, our heroes and heroines are skipping the dating apps and attending one of MatchMakers famous Speed Dating events. Is five minutes

enough time to feel a spark of chemistry? Can love truly be in the air? 

Go on a speed date with us and find out!

This February, thirteen of your favorite romance authors celebrate steamy instalove in this Valentine’s Day series!

Feb 2nd: Dating the Chef by Ember Davis                

Feb 3rd: Dating the Doubter by Karla Doyle           

Feb 4th: Dating the Doctor by Jane Fox                  

Feb 5th: Dating the Cowboy by Eve London           

Feb 6th: Dating the Professor by Carly Keene        

Feb 7th: Dating the Soldier by Kali Hart                 

Feb 8th: Dating the Coach by Ava Pearl                  

Feb 9th: Dating the Firefighter by Lana Dash         

Feb 10th: Dating the Director by MK Meredith      

Feb 11th: Dating the Boss by Kameron Claire       

Feb 12th: Dating the Virgin by Piper Cook             



Feb 13th: Dating the Detective by Mazzy King       

Feb 14th: Dating the Billionaire by Tarin Lex         

Fair Trade

Author: Madison McCall

After inadvertently being changed into a woman as a result of a biological incident, Stephen leaves the small town where he was born and raised and relocates to

Madisonville, assuming the name of Rachel. As time passes, she embraces her new identity and takes an interest in the opposite sex and not long afterward

meets Ben, who she falls in love with and marries.

She is excited as she and her husband buy their first home together and quickly falls into her role as the woman of the house. She meets many of the neighbors

and becomes good friends with a young woman named Amber, and they really hit it off.

Getting together for dinner one night while their husbands are away, they begin to compare notes and find it amusing that each of their spouses have been asking

them to participate in a three way with another woman, but when asked if they would return the favor afterward and accommodate their wife by bringing in another

guy the answer is always no.

The girls then come up with a plan on how to put an end to their husbands’ constant requests for a threesome once and for all and go through the motions of

setting everything up so they can stop the nonsense permanently. They are positive that their scheme will work as there’s no way it can’t, but an element of doubt

remains. What if it doesn’t work and it backfires?

Madison McCall’s latest romantic comedy discusses what can happen when you open doors in your relationship that are best left closed as some things are way

too intimate to be shared with others.

Lessons in Love Book 3 - Better Late than Never: An Age Gap Lesbian Romance

Author: Scarlett Grace

Heather didn’t think losing Penny would bring along such heartbreak until Penny walked out on her, tired of being strung along. The girl doesn’t understand that

Heather is trying to protect her, that Heather must keep her distance so she doesn’t destroy everything around her.

But life is about more than just surviving, and Heather wants to start living—beginning with addressing her feelings for her student.

After she leaves a gift for Penny on her door, all that’s left is to wait and see if it is enough for Penny to forgive her and come back. Will Penny accept Heather’s

feelings in time for a holiday miracle?

Her Fancy Billionaire: A Curvy Woman Romance (Powerful Billionaires Book 4)

Author: Emily Evans

She works hard and dreams of opening a restaurant of her own. He’s a billionaire with a highly successful biotechnology company and a complicated

family situation. Will their differences drive them apart, or will they find true love?

Her Fancy Billionaire is a steamy short romance with a curvy woman and a deliciously handsome hero. It is the fourth book in the Powerful Billionaire series.

Emily

I fell in love with cooking from the best cook in the world: my grandmother.

I never expected a fancy billionaire would see my cooking as an art.

I’m thrilled when Lucas takes an interest me. He’s rich, hot and very sweet and thoughtful.

But I just feel there’s something he’s not telling me.

And there is.

So why did he keep the truth from me?

Lucas

My business is my priority and I’ve just closed another huge deal.

I thought I’d celebrate somewhere new. Somewhere away from my usual hangouts.

The food is amazing.

And so is the chef.

Emily is beautiful, curvy and so full of joy. She sure takes my mind off business.

But then she finds out I haven’t been completely honest.

Will she let me explain that I wasn’t trying to hide anything from her?



Dad's Pregnant: Gender Swap Romance

Author: Paula Spicer

Emily and Colin are trying for their second child, but nothing is working. They made the mistake of telling their son David that he might have a brother or sister

soon, and he's very excited to meet him or her and keeps asking when his new sibling is coming. When Emily finds out about a new gender swap drug, she gets

a wild look in her eye. Colin should take it!

If she can’t get pregnant, maybe Colin can.

Colin’s not sure about becoming a woman and spending nine months pregnant, but he loves his family and he’ll do anything for his wife and son.

Explaining this transformation to David is daunting, but becoming a woman winds up being one of the best decisions Colin’s ever made…

Author's note: This is a gender swap romance story with a happy ending!

Stand Alone (Curvy Cafe Book Club 3)

Author: Flora Madison

Grab a Coffee and Join the Club...

Willow:

Construction workers have never been my thing; I've always chosen brains over braun.

But the minute Atlas hulks into my office, I'm head over heels.

He's tall and tanned, with muscles that ripple through his work shirt,

The connection between us is palpable, but can a guy like him fall for someone like me?

I'd rather stay home with a good book than hit the town.

With my friends at book club egging me on, there's only one way to find out if he's into me.

I have to take a risk, even if it means getting hurt.

Atlas:

I'm a sucker for a librarian-type.

Unfortunately, smart women tend to see me as less than intelligent.

The second my eyes land on Willow's hazel eyes and curvy frame, I know she's meant to be mine.

Everything about the woman is perfect.

Which means I'll need to overcome my own self-doubt, bite the bullet, and ask her out.

But will she think I'm just some dumb construction worker?

Or will she give into her feelings, and give me a chance?

The Curvy Cafe Book Club stories are sweet and spicy curvy woman girl romance reads featuring alphas with hearts of gold and the women they can't resist.

While they read as standalone short romances, all the books are interconnected. As always, these stories are steamy but safe! There's no cheating and no

cliffhangers. Just a swoon-worthy HEA to melt your heart. They're the perfect one hour short romance read for your coffee break or when you need a quick high

heat escape read. Insta Love Forever!

Crushing On Him: A Prequel in The Men of Summer Series

Author: Lauren Blakely

Forbidden. Off limits. Dangerous.

This desire for my teammate was all of those things. For the last few years I crushed on him safely, from a distance.

Then on the first day of spring training, I come face-to-face with him for the first time and when our eyes meet and linger, it’s a whole new ball game. A much

bigger risk too, one that can threaten my brand new career. But, he’s always been irresistible...

CRUSHING ON HIM is a prequel in the Men of Summer series and it leads into the full-length novel SCORING WITH HIM. You don't have to read

CRUSHING ON HIM to enjoy SCORING WITH HIM, but you'll likely enjoy this story before the story!

Slow Burn (Curvy Cafe Book Club 2)



Author: Flora Madison

Grab a Coffee and Join the Club...

Lizzie:

The minute the gorgeous strangers steps into my kitchen at Hannaker Farms, I'm a goner.

He's big, broad, and knows how to use his hands.

Sparks fly between us the minute I lock eyes with Jude.

His dimpled smile makes me weak in the knees.

But he's acting strange, sending me mixed signals that scramble my head.

The girls at book club are there for me, but this crush is one I may have to resolve on my own.

Jude:

I don't mean to come across standoffish, but working for Jed Hannaker could make or break my business.

Turning the barn into an event space is no easy task, and it takes all of my attention.

It only further complicates things the minute I walk into Lizzie's kitchen.

The sassy, raven-haired beauty captivates me completely.

Even beneath her apron, I can't take my eyes off her soft curves.

I know I have to make her mine, but is it fair to make her wait for me?

Only time will tell.

The Curvy Cafe Book Club stories are sweet and spicy curvy woman girl romance reads featuring alphas with hearts of gold and the women they can't resist.

While they read as standalone short romances, all the books are interconnected. As always, these stories are steamy but safe! There's no cheating and no

cliffhangers. Just a swoon-worthy HEA to melt your heart. They're the perfect one hour short romance read for your coffee break or when you need a quick high

heat escape read. Insta Love Forever!

Dating the Professor

Author: Carly Keene

DARA:

I don’t have time to date.

No, like really, I don’t have time.

As a newscaster for WRTN Channel 10, I’m too busy working on my next news story to spend time weeding out the losers who are only attracted to me for my

looks.

I’m worth dating for my brains. And my heart.

It’s just tough to find a guy who wants all of me, not just the outside of me.

When my mother pulls my guilt strings, I agree to attend a speed dating event, just to shut her up.

I’m fully expecting to meet only shallow men.

But then I meet Hugo, and the chemistry between us could light up the whole world.

HUGO:

Let’s be clear about one thing: nerds rule the world.

That said, it’s tough to get a date when you spend all your time either in a lab, or teaching undergraduates how to recognize esters.

Women tend to find me boring, anyway.

The third time I come into the lab with mismatched shoes, my research assistants gang up on me and insist that I go do this speed dating thing.

I know it’ll be a waste of time. And it is.

Until I sit down at Dara’s table and find a fierce intelligence behind her beautiful eyes—

—and an accelerated combustion reaction takes place between us.

We could burn the place down, just from looking at each other.

Imagine if we touched…

This Valentine's Day, our heroes and heroines are skipping the dating apps and attending one of MatchMakers Inc. famous Speed Dating events. Is five minutes

enough time to feel a spark of chemistry? Can love truly be in the air?

Go on a speed date with us and find out!

This February, thirteen of your favorite romance authors celebrate steamy instalove in this Valentine’s Day series!

Lessons in Love Book 2 - Fish Or Cut Bait: An Age Gap Lesbian Romance

Author: Scarlett Grace



After a lovely night out, Penny thought that Heather was willing to trust her—that she was willing to give into the crystal clear attraction between them, that she

was about to give them a chance. But Heather stepped back, put up more walls than before, and left Penny more confused than ever.

Why does Heather Rogers need less enemies? What enemies does she have? What did she run away from?

Penny knows that her professor wants her as much as she wants Heather, so maybe all she needs is a small push, a way for her to know that Penny is serious

about her.

Perhaps inviting Heather to her family’s Thanksgiving dinner will help Penny accomplish her goal.

Secret Don't Make Friend is the first book in the Lessons In Love series by Scarlett Grace.

A Carolina Promise (The Carolina Girls)

Author: Michelle Major

Of all the nail salons in all the world, why did he have to come into hers?

Manicurist Holly Adams may not have much going on in her love life, but when it comes to doing nails, there’s no one better. Which is why, when her newest

client turns out to be dashing new US senator Brett Carmichael—of those Carmichaels—she’s so intimidated that she can barely look up from her manicure

scissors. But he charms her out of her shyness and eventually becomes a regular. Despite her attraction to him, Holly knows nothing can come of it. He’s a

national political star, while she…barely graduated from high school.

The last thing Brett Carmichael thought he needed was a manicure, but when he meets lovely Holly, he considers it the luckiest break in his life. As their

connection grows, he knows he’s falling in love—but he also knows that even though the difference in their backgrounds doesn’t bother him, Holly is bound to see

it as a deal breaker.

When it comes to a relationship between a girl from nowhere and the heir to the country’s biggest political dynasty, can love truly conquer all?

The Carolina Girls

Book 1: Wildflower Season

Book 2: Mistletoe Season

Stalking Her: A Safe Stalker Romance

Author: Hope Ford

Tall, dark, and tattooed meets confident blonde with curves …

He’s the type of guy who never pays attention to me.

Dark and handsome, women practically throw themselves at Lane.

But it’s me his eyes follow at the club…and beyond it.

He seems to be everywhere I am.

Whether I’m at home or at work at the law firm, I can feel his gaze raking over me.

It can’t be a coincidence.

I should probably be worried.

Scared this man might be a stalker.

Yet, it isn’t fear that floods my body when he looks at me.

It’s lust.

And when he finally admits what he wants…there’s no stopping the inevitable.

No denying what he gives me.

Only we’re from two very different worlds.

Ones that could drag us apart.



But for him, I’m ready to go down fighting.

Christmas with the McCarthys: A Dangerous Doms Novella

Author: Jane Henry

Spend a Christmas evening with the McCarthys in this heartwarming novella featuring all of your favorite characters.

Protecting my Human Mate: BWWM and Werewolf Shifter Romance Story

Author: Debra Madison

Life is already hard for Adina, who is trying to make ends meet and to save every person in the hospital she works at. Her vulnerabilities are strong, seeded inside

her from her very youth. Things were working just fine, when fate had her bump into a handsome stranger—a stranger that she might have forgotten, if only he

didn’t claim her to be his mate.

One thing leads to another and she finds herself in the pack house of the alpha, Cain. Things were further complicated when she was attacked by a pair of rogues

when she was returning from work. The big-bad-alpha had just put his mate’s mark onto her neck and without her permission. Will Adina ever be able to trust her

mate? Will she be able to accept her status as his luna? Or will she run away like she had first planned when coming to the pack house?

Find out in this exciting new book that tells the story of a vulnerable black woman who was broken at a very young age and a man who gave his everything to

make her trust him because she was his mate and wolves never play when it comes to their mate.

This book is steamy, twisted, gritty and standalone. It is intended for mature audiences.

The Zodiac Werewolf: Transformation of Gemini: (Male Male Alpha Shifter Romance with with a steamy,

paranormal college twist)

Author: Anni Lee

June 1st: Gemini: The heart you show and the heart you hold aren't always the same, and harsh treatment will confuse your crush. Consider trying

something new (especially in the bedroom) to make your feelings known.

It's the month of the Gemini, and Jasper Monte has grown a bit tired of Professor Chase King acting hot one minute and ice cold the next. And his latest star sign

influence seems to be amplifying his frustrations even more. It's the last thing Jasper needs right before his Physics final.

But when Nate, his new friend and classmate, invites Jasper to celebrate his birthday with him, a late night study session might not stay platonic for long. While

two men are now vying for Jasper's affection, a pre-finals pop quiz might have him dreaming of something more.

The werewolves of the legends were nothing like this.

When every month threatens a different transformation, will Jasper be willing to accept the risks that being with the professor entails?

This is a sexy and dark story of a once innocent college boy and his dangerous shifter alpha professor. Each installment features a different Zodiac Sign

transformation and creative ways to use it! If you enjoyed the steam of Fifty Shades of Grey, the hot and dangerous Werewolves of The Vampire Diaries, and love

Male Male Romance, you'll love the Zodiac Werewolf!

Capricorn (Available Now!)

Aquarius (Available Now!)

Pisces (Available Now!)

Aries (Available Now!)

Taurus (Available Now!)

Gemini (Available Now!)

Cancer (Available Now!)

Leo (Available Now!)

Virgo (Available Now!)

Libra (Available Now!)

Scorpio (Available Now!)

Sagittarius (Available Now!)

Ophiuchus (In Progress)

Zodiac Werewolf Fairy Tales also Available Now!

Say My Name (A Rumpelstiltskin Retelling)

My Little Wolf (A Little Red Riding Hood Retelling)



The Zodiac Werewolf: Transformation of Capricorn: (Dark and Steamy Male Male Alpha Shifter Romance)

Author: Anni Lee

January 1st: Capricorn: Today seducing your crush has never been easier. The cosmos have already arranged for your prey to completely adore you.

But watch out, because your crush might have some secrets....

When the studious and anti-social Jasper Monte got accepted into Graves Academy, his future was so bright it was blinding. Up until graduation requirements

forced him to join a club and make friends.

As an Astronomy major, the Astrology Club was a no brainer, even if Professor Chase King is as insufferable as he is ridiculously good looking. Jasper's draw

towards his teacher is all not-so-innocent fun and games until he stumbles upon Chase on the night of the full moon. Jasper might be the target of his cursed

teacher's primal, uncontrollable lust, but he also might be the cure.

The werewolves of the legends were nothing like this.

When every month threatens a different transformation, will Jasper be willing to accept the risks that being with the professor entails?

This is a sexy and dark story of a once innocent college boy and his dangerous shifter alpha professor. Each installment features a different Zodiac Sign

transformation and creative ways to use it! If you enjoyed the steam of Fifty Shades of Grey, the hot and dangerous Werewolves of The Vampire Diaries, and love

Male Male Romance, you'll love the Zodiac Werewolf!

Capricorn (Available Now!)

Aquarius (Available Now!)

Pisces (Available Now!)

Aries (Available Now!)

Taurus (Available Now!)

Gemini (Available Now!)

Cancer (Available Now!)

Leo (Available Now!)

Virgo (Available Now!)

Libra (Available Now!)

Scorpio (Available Now!)

Sagittarius (Available Now!)

Ophiuchus (In Progress)

Zodiac Werewolf Fairy Tales also Available Now!

Say My Name (A Rumpelstiltskin Retelling)

My Little Wolf (A Little Red Riding Hood Retelling)

Masquerade: A Black Heart Prologue

Author: Lynn Raye Harris

The line between hate and love often stands on a razor’s edge...

Ian Black has sacrificed his honor and reputation for God and country. He’s a fighter and a survivor. No price is too high, and no one crosses him. Not for long,

anyway.

But then Natasha Oliver walks into his life, threatening to expose the one thing Ian thought dead and buried: his heart.

Pick up this prequel and start the story today! This book is a preview of Black Heart, Book 5 in the Black's Bandits Series.

KISSING COUSIN- Comics Sex Books for Adult ( Great Exotic Experience Book ) [ Naughty boy are here ]

Author: Hed Red

After much observing and researching, they have arrived on the conclusion that reading comic book makes you smarter! Comics use visual language to convey

information, which is a much better way for children to improve reading skills, communication skills and cognitive functions

Nurturing Love (Zaftig Dating Agency)

Author: Jane Fox



Glen: Everything in my life is completely in order—until Stacey walks through the door of my office.

Stacey: I'm pretty sure accountants aren't supposed to look like Glen. I'm not complaining.

Sometimes fate needs a little help. Welcome to the files of the Zaftig Dating Agency, where alpha men find the curvy women of their dreams!

Each book in the series is a complete, standalone story.

This is a sweet but sexy short story romance, complete with insta-love and a guaranteed happily-ever-after. If you’re looking for an escape from everyday life

with an alpha older man and the curvy BBW younger woman that he loves, this is the book for you!

Octavia: A Curvy Woman Romance (Kindlewood Coffee Klatch Book 1)

Author: Piper Cook

A Curvy Girl Short and Steamy Stranded Together Romance

She’s carefree and lives life by her rules. He’s a grumpy loner who plays by the book. Will their stubborn egos prevent them from bending the rules or

will they roll the dice and play for keeps?

Octavia

Life’s all about choices. If I’m going to play the game of life, I’ll do it by my set of rules.

Being a travel blogger suits my lifestyle to a tee. New places, new people, and no one to tie me down.

Until I’m assigned a partner, that is.

Diesel’s a humorless, muscular grump and I’ll do whatever it takes to loosen him up.

But when the games begin, there’s more at stake than a silly bet. I may have met my match.

Diesel

I’ve spent my life chasing one adventure after another, but it’s time to trade in my tent for four solid walls.

Luckily, I land a photography job at a premier travel magazine, but it comes with a catch.

My partner is a hoity-toity travel blogger who’s determined to push my buttons.

Octavia’s worldly-wise, sharp-witted, and a master at playing games.

I’ll play, but the rule is winner takes all and I’m not about to lose.

If you like your stories short and steamy with lots of heat and sprinkling of humor, you’ll love Octavia. This is a curvy woman, stranded with the grump romance.

Guaranteed HEA, no cheating, no cliffhangers. Standalone read.

Nick: A Curvy Younger Woman, Older Alpha Christmas Romance (Xmas Alphas Book 4)

Author: Lexi Rose

An Age Gap BBW Festive Bad Boy Instalove Short Read Romance

When Carol gets asked to perform a last-minute VIP massage, little does she know, the client is the man of her dreams… 

♥ Carol ♥

I’ve had to grow up fast. 

That’s what happens when your mom dies of cancer. 



If it wasn’t for me, we might have lost the family business. 

A hotel my granddaddy started back in the nineteenth century. 

As it is, we’ve been struggling. 

It’s not easy paying medical bills. 

Finding a boyfriend’s been the last thing on my mind. 

I’m just not ready to settle down, yet. 

There’s so much I want to do. 

So much I want to see. 

Or, at least that’s what I thought. 

But, the moment i met Nick, 

I knew my life was about to change forever…

The XMAS ALPHAS series are short, sweet, and steamy Christmas-themed standalone romance stories featuring curvy BBW women, and hot, alpha men.

Perfect for a pick-me-up during your day or quick read in bed.

✓ No cheating

✓ No cliffhangers

✓ HEA guaranteed

Freefall: A Friends-to-Lovers Rockstar Romance (The Wind & the Roar Trilogy Book 1)

Author: Cat Porter

Book 1 in a brand new and very addictive Friends to Lovers Rockstar Romance series!

One life-changing conversation in the dark lit with high voltage attraction.

The unexpected hits me and Violet like a bolt of lightning right when we need each other the most.

I may be a rockstar on the rise, and Violet, a small town girl with big artistic dreams, but we share a roar of connection, a blaze of desire. Intense, thrilling, and I

don’t want to let go.

But I have to.

I’m in the middle of a tour - success is finally happening for my band. And she’s making a change in her life for the better.

Moments like this only happen once in a lifetime.

Or do they?

Freefall, a novella, is the first book of The Wind & the Roar Trilogy. Beck and Violet’s story continues in Whirlwind.

This complete series is a steamy contemporary new adult romance with small town romance / family saga feels, starring a hot rock and roll guitarist

and an ambitious small town girl - graphic language and sexual content included!

Shelf Control (Curvy Cafe Book Club 1)

Author: Flora Madison

Grab a Coffee and Join the Club...



Charlotte:

What do you do when your new boss is the most gorgeous man you've ever seen?

The correct answer is nothing.

Daydreaming about Theo Burke is harmless. Taking action to make him notice me? That's dangerous.

As if being new in town isn't hard enough...

Thank God for the Curvy Cafe book club.

But will I be able to resist them talking me into showing Theo just how much I want him?

Theo:

Charlotte Ramsay is the woman I've been dreaming of all my life.

So what if she's the head of HR? It's my company and I'll take what's mine.

But would it be fair to Charlotte?

If history serves as a teacher, my time management skills for relationships have always fallen short.

Women don't understand that my work is my life.

Unless I can find a way to prioritize, I risk losing her forever...

And that's a risk I'm not willing to take.

The Curvy Cafe Book Club stories are sweet and spicy curvy woman girl romance reads featuring alphas with hearts of gold and the women they can't resist.

While they read as standalone short romances, all the books are interconnected. As always, these stories are steamy but safe! There's no cheating and no

cliffhangers. Just a swoon-worthy HEA to melt your heart. They're the perfect one hour short romance read for your coffee break or when you need a quick high

heat escape read. Insta Love Forever!

Kane: A Curvy Younger Woman, Older Alpha Christmas Romance (Xmas Alphas Book 3)

Author: Lexi Rose

An Age Gap BBW Festive Instalove Short Read Romance

When Robyn has to collect her boss’s dad from the airport, little does she know her life will never be the same again… 

♥ Riley ♥

I’ve never really had time for a love life.

I’ve always been too focused on my career. 

I’m an ambitious young woman, and I’m not ashamed to admit it. 

But that doesn’t mean, I never feel lonely. 

It doesn’t mean I never think about the man I’d like to settle down with and marry… one day. 

But, even though it wasn’t in the plan, 

The moment I set eyes on Kane, I knew I’d found my soulmate. 

The only problem is, he’s my boss’s father, 

And I’m already on thin ice with her, as it is. 

I’m literally fighting to keep my job, 

And I don’t think sleeping with her dad is going to help matters much. 



But, as much as i hate to admit it, 

If that’s the price i have to pay for true love, 

Then so be it.

I can always start a new career

I can always make it on my own. 

As long as I have Kane by my side, I know I can do anything. 

The XMAS ALPHAS series are short, sweet, and steamy Christmas-themed standalone romance stories featuring curvy BBW women, and hot, alpha men.

Perfect for a pick-me-up during your day or quick read in bed.

✓ No cheating

✓ No cliffhangers

✓ HEA guaranteed

Hot Love: A Curvy Woman, Blue Collar, Alpha Male Short Romance (Bare Knuckle Brothers Book 3)

Author: Lexi Rose

Rachel’s all alone and trying to get by. Her life’s falling down around her. Her love life’s a mess. Her job sucks. And her apartment’s a glorified crack

den. Dustin’s a devilishly good-looking fighter and mechanic who happens to be in the right place at the right time. He knows as soon as he sees her,

his life will never be the same again…

Hot Love is a steamy, short romance with a curvy, younger woman and a bad boy, fighter hero. It is the third book in the Bare Knuckle Brothers series.

Rachel

FML

Just when I think things can’t get any worse

My stupid, hunk-of-junk car gives up on me

I can’t blame it

I know how it feels

But that doesn’t make me feel any better



In fact, I don’t think anything could make me feel better

Not after Wally, my ex-boyfriend, dumped me

Left me high and dry

Ran off with another woman

… A thinner, younger, dumber woman

That is, until I met Dustin…

Call if fate. Destiny. Sheer blind luck…

But his warm smile, and his rock hard body

Affect me in ways I never knew possible

I’ve never met a man quite like him 

He’s the love of my life

My soul partner

But will my train wreck of a life scare him off?

Will he accept me, warts and all?

Will I be able to let him into my heart after all the pain I’ve been through?

Daddy's Frightened Little: An Age Play, DDlg, Instalove, Standalone, Romance (Please Me Daddies Series

Book 1)

Author: Jess Winters

He’s a soldier who has put his past behind him, ready to live a quiet life. She’s hiding from danger and can’t afford to let anyone in… 

 

TIMOTHY 

The girl next door is perfect. 

She’s beautiful and brilliant. 

But she’s haunted and afraid. 

She’s vulnerable even with her security cameras and the way she never leaves the house. 

She needs someone to protect her. 

She needs someone to set her free from the prison she’s made for herself. 

 

BRITTNEY 

Timothy is all a man should be. 

I can’t stop thinking about him. 

I can’t stop imaging his strong arms around me. 



I can’t have him, though. I can’t have anyone. 

I got away from the danger, and I can’t risk putting myself in that situation again. 

 

Can Timothy find a way to protect Brittney when she won’t let him? Is there any way Brittney can learn to trust again when the last time almost destroyed her?

You’ll love reading about how these two fight the odds to win their happily ever after in Daddy’s Frightened Little, the first book in the sexy and exciting Please

Me, Daddy series. 

 

This is book one in a collection of standalone novellas featuring Littles and the Daddys perfect for them. These books can be read in any order.

Her Sassy Billionaire: A Curvy Woman Romance (Powerful Billionaires Book 3)

Author: Emily Evans

She needs to pay off her student loans and support her acting career. He offers her a lot of money for a simple job. Is business all it’s going to be...or

will it turn into a happily ever after?

Sassy Billionaire is a steamy short romance with a curvy woman and a super-hot hero. It is the third book in the Powerful Billionaire series.

Olivia

I dream of becoming an actress.

Pretending to be a billionaire’s girlfriend at a wedding is sort of the same as an acting job, isn’t it?

It’s not hard to pretend. He’s sexy, endearing and far more vulnerable than you’d expect a rich guy to be.

Being around him makes me start forgetting this is just a job.

Being around him has me wishing I was his girlfriend for real.

But could he possibly feel the same?

Benjamin

My ex-girlfriend is marrying my step-brother.

As if that wasn’t bad enough, now I have to find a plus one for the wedding.

I can’t wait for the whole thing to be over.

Olivia is the actress I’ve hired to play my girlfriend. She’s gorgeous, curvy and witty. Everything I want in a woman.

But I don’t want a woman in my life again.

Do I?

There is something between us and I don’t think I want it to end. Ever.

But can she ever see this as more than just a job?

Riley's Retribution (The Order of Ravens and Wolves)

Author: T.L. Hodel

How do you tell someone you love, that someone they loved is gone?

That question had been haunting me since we got home. it wasn't that I didn't want Riley to know, I just didn't want to break her heart. Not to mention the mess I'd

have to clean up after the fall out. what I didn't expect was for someone to force my hand.

Someone that not only threatened The Order, but our way of life. that I could handle. When good old grandad set his sights on my mouse...

That was when the war began.

I knew Micha had secrets, but I never thought he'd keep something like this from me.

Could I forgive him for his warped sense of protection? Yes.

Would I hurt the person that hurt my friend? Hell yes.

And nothing on God's green earth could stop me...

Except maybe myself.

This is a short story in The Order Of Ravens And Wolves Series, and best read after book four Accident-Prone.

Wounded Hero (Heroes with Heart Book 2)

Author: Hope Ford

He doesn’t have anything to offer.

She’s going to prove him wrong.



This past year has been the worst of my life.

I’m not the same man that I used to be. I’m not whole.

Besides my own pain, I’ve hurt my kids and my wife of twenty years.

I can’t let her touch me, hold me... love me.

I try to push her away because they’re all better off without me.

But even knowing that is true... I’m weak.

I can’t live without her.

I know I have to do better.

I’m going to do whatever I have to do to be the man she needs.

Because I may have lost a part of me, but it’s her that makes me whole.

Puppy Love (Sweet Hearts Book 1)

Author: Kali Hart

He’s not home to stay, but Cupid might have other plans this Valentine’s Day…

Bristol

Valentine’s Day used to be my favorite holiday.

Until my boyfriend broke up with me on that very special day last year.

But as the sole owner and operator of my cookie food truck, I can’t take the day off to hide from the world and drown my sorrows in cookie dough.

I’ve worked too hard to get this far, and I can’t pass up the business.

Too many lovers out there who need my cookies to work magic this heart-filled holiday.

When I meet Blaine and his dog Cupid, the day I’ve been dreading begins to look up.

I’m sucker for big, furry dogs.

And a bigger sucker for military guys with sexy brown eyes.

Too bad the irresistible duo isn’t sticking around.

Blaine

After an overseas mission that nearly got me and my canine companion killed, I’m done with the Army.

Wasn’t my choice, but at least Cupid retired with me.

Life wouldn’t be the same without my loveable furball.

I’m back in my hometown to receive an award I don’t feel I deserve.

The second that ceremony is over, Cupid and I are headed on an epic road trip.

One without an end date.

At least that’s the plan until I meet Bristol.

The curvy cookie goddess is the Valentine’s treat I never expected.

Cupid is smitten with her right away, and he’s never wrong about these things.

The more I get to know her, the harder leaving becomes.

But how do I outrun the nightmares if I stay?

The Sweet Hearts series is a collection of 14 swoon-worthy Valentine’s Day love stories from some of your favorite romance authors! Treat yourself to all the

books in the series:

PUPPY LOVE by Kali Hart

BE MINE by Jagger Cole

YOU ROCK by Lola West

HEY QT by Jade Bay

DREAM TEAM by Anita Knight

MY HERO by Mazzy King

<3 OF GOLD by Fern Fraser

1-800 CUPID by C.L. Cruz

TOO SWEET by Lana Dash

CUTIE PIE by Nichole Rose

KISS ME by Kat Baxter

LET'S KISS by Barbra Campbell

HONEY BUN by Eve London

YES DEAR by Vanessa Booke



The Pet's Play: A Killough Company novella (The Killough Company)

Author: M.D. Gregory

Sloan and Conall make a bet. Who will win?

This is a Killough Company novella. It takes place as book 3.5 (between The Assassin and The Apprentice).

All the Way: First Time Feminization, Crossdressing (Traps and Sissies)

Author: Jane Futa

When I suspected my girlfriend of cheating on me, I decided I would confront her over it. Only, my genius roommate Lance had a more interesting idea. Of

course, I'm being sarcastic when I call him genius. But, it didn't take long before I was wondering if Lance was indeed more clever than I first thought.

Lance suggested I dress up in his girlfriend's clothes and try to sneak into my girlfriend's clique. By doing so, I could see how she acted when she was with only

her friends. Of course, I thought the entire plan was ridiculous. But I was desperate. And, it turns out, I make a way prettier girl than I ever thought possible.

That's right; I took up Lance's offer and dressed up in girl's clothing. And I was shocked at just how sexy I looked. I almost didn't want to get out of the clothes. I

was having way too much fun. And when I approached Samantha and her friends, they befriended me like I was just 'one of the girls.'

But soon enough, Samantha became suspicious. I knew I would have to prove myself as a girl. And this required doing some of the most unthinkable and

humiliating things of my life. But, it was either that or be found out. And I was going to go all the way to keep my cover from being blown!

Manipulations: The Greed Series Book Three

Author: Cole Denton

No one truly knows everything I've done for him. No one would believe what I'm still doing for him. Especially him.

And, why, you may ask?

Because he's always been mine. And will always be mine. All of my needs, secrets, and manipulations have led us to this moment.

Now, it's finally time. Time for him to understand and accept. All of it. All of me. And all we can be, together.

Keeping What's Mine: A Second-Chance, Small-Town, Short Steamy Romance

Author: Carly Keene

FLORA: 

I return to my hometown for the funeral of my great-aunt Zee, who brought me up. 

I’ve missed Dogwood Falls during the six years that I’ve been living in Silicon Valley, working for a big tech company. 

I’ve missed my husband, too. 

But since he refused to move with me for my career, I left him behind. 

Now I’m back, and he’s as gorgeous—and as infuriating—as ever. 

When the will is read, there’s a twist: I can’t inherit Aunt Zee’s estate unless I meet her conditions. 

One, the renovations to the Victorian house must be completed. 

Two, I have to live in the house until it’s fully restored. 

Three, the contractor renovating the house must also live in the house until it’s restored. 

…and I’ll give you three guesses as to who Aunt Zee hired as her contractor. 

 

EVERETT: 

When my client, and temporary landlady, dies in the middle of a house renovation, I figure that’s the end of the job. 

Her will says otherwise.



The will says if I don’t continue to live in the house, I won’t get paid. 

And my client’s only living relative…is my wife. 

Flora’s the love of my life. 

I still can’t believe that I was stupid enough to try to insist that she stay here in this small town, instead of following her and letting her have her own dreams. 

I’ve regretted it ever since. 

Flora won’t listen to my apologies. 

Maybe now I’ve got the chance to start over with her… 

 

This February, you're officially invited to attend a month-long celebration of love! 

Twenty-eight of your favorite short, steamy romance authors have teamed up to bring you stories that will make you swoon, laugh and set your e-readers on fire!

Whether they’ve stumbled into love, fallen for their worst enemy, corralled their bestie or are fighting to rekindle a lost love... Tag along and find out what happens

" "!

Where There's Smoke: Steamy Instalove Firefighter Romance (Cedar Falls Fire & Rescue)

Author: Kelsie Calloway

Be fearless in the pursuit of what sets your heart on fire.

Nixon:

Eleanor is my best friend’s little sister.

Can you believe that she would light a fire on purpose?

That kind of rule-breaking just isn’t allowed.

I’ll teach her a lesson that’ll leave her backside red.

And when she admits that she’s never been had before…

Well, I’ll teach her how to do that, too.

Where There’s Smoke is book four in the Cedar Falls Fire & Rescue series featuring sexy firefighters and the women they’ll burn it all down for. These fiery

one-hour+ reads can be read in any order.

Happily ever after guaranteed! ♥

Tropes included: dominant firefighter, domestic discipline romance, and over-the-top steamy scenes that’ll make you blush.

Fire & Rescue Shifters: Coyote in the Sea (Fire & Rescue Shifters: Friends and Family)

Author: Zoe Chant

She found her happy ending.

Now if she can just help these young fools find theirs…

Sea dragons. Sometimes you just want to grab ‘em by the gills and shake some sense into those thick, honor-stuffed skulls.

And there’s one cranky old coyote shifter who’s not afraid to do just that.

Martha knows that youngsters have to learn for themselves… but that doesn’t mean you can’t give them a nudge in the right direction. If, that is, you can make

the darn idiots listen. With three headstrong whippersnappers diving straight into trouble, this might take more than a sharp word and a sugar cookie to solve.

Fortunately, she can always call on the help of the biggest shark in the sea…

Author’s Note: This is not a standalone story! Coyote in the Sea takes place in between Fire & Rescue Shifters and Fire & Rescue Shifters: Wildfire

Crew, and features characters from both series. It is intended to be read after those books.

Her Enthralling Billionaire: A Curvy Woman Romance (Powerful Billionaires Book 1)

Author: Emily Evans

She dreams of becoming a writer. Everyone knows he’s a playboy...but he’s her boss. As they get to know each other, is there a chance to find their 

happily ever after? 

 

Her Enthralling Billionaire is a steamy short romance with a curvy woman and a hot hero. It is the first book in the Powerful Billionaire series.



 

Ada 

I’m a writer at heart. Writing means everything to me. 

I never expected to be assisting the CEO on his business trip to Rome. 

Forced to spend time with him, I begin to realize that Jayden a lot more than his reputation portrays. 

He’s calm, decisive, smart and incredibly hot. 

But after seeing him with that waitress, can I really trust that his playboy days are over? 

 

Jayden 

My company has always been my priority. 

And if the ladies like me and it helps my business and my cause, well, it’s win-win. 

And then I unexpectedly spend time with Ada, so beautiful, so perfect in every way. 

She’s so sensible, and yet full of joy and energy. 

Now I have to find a way to prove to her that she’s the one I want to love forever.

Lessons In Love Book 1 - Secret Don't Make Friend: An Age Gap Lesbian Romance

Author: Scarlett Grace

Penny Burgman is a sophomore at the University of Chicago studying English Literature. Her lifelong dream is moving to NYC and working for Penguin as an

acquisitions editor. She’s the most innocent and sweet girl. But she has a little secret. She loves her new professor, the tall and classy Heather Rogers. And

Penny knows she has her attention.

Professor Heather Rogers is new to the University of Chicago. Running away from NYC, rich, free, and fervently working on her new life, she is a bit of a recluse

and has avoided making friends or even any relationships at all. Secrets are easier to keep that way.

But little does she expect to be teaching such a beautiful student like Penny. She has to resist her. She has to stay away. That’s the only way Penny doesn’t get

hurt. But Heather has been running her whole life. This is the only chance to finally find happiness in her life.

Can the two woman find a way to be together before the past sneaking up on them?

Secret Don't Make Friend is the first book in the Lessons In Love series by Scarlett Grace.

Colten: A Mountain Man Curvy Woman Romance (Veterans in Alaska Book 9)

Author: Emily Evans

Iris

I thought my boss and I were a happy couple, but then he cheated.

And then he broke up with me and sent me to Alaska for a month.

I’m sad and angry when I get there, but I have a job to do.

I’m definitely not prepared for how unbelievably hot my pilot Colten is.

Being in Alaska for a month suddenly isn’t so bad.

After a heartbreak, maybe a fling is exactly what I need.

Do I want to stay and perhaps start a new life here, or am I going to pack up as soon as this is over?

Colten

When I get a chance to assist a filmmaker, I don’t hesitate to accept the job.

When I see her, I can’t believe I got that lucky. She’s a gorgeous, voluptuous woman.

I try not to show my attraction. I have to stay professional, but it’s hard when we’re stranded overnight in a cabin.

I soon realize that this is more than a fling for me.

She’s the one I want to love and protect and make happy forever.

But is she going to stay after she finishes her documentary?

We made a vow. As military men, our word is our bond, so now that we’ve retired, we’re back at Virgin Falls to support our fallen brother’s wife. The Alaskan town

was our place to unwind. A beautiful place with people who are friendly if somewhat reserved. We want to start new lives here and grow our families together. But

can we find love in these remote mountains?

Bad Case of Loving You: A Rescue My Heart Prequel

Author: Kait Nolan



She loves weddings

As a romance author, Paisley Parish is a hopeless romantic. Seeing her friends exchange promises of forever does her heart good--even if the whole thing does

highlight her own regrettably single status. But that's what cake and champagne are for. She just has to escape the douchecanoe who won't take no for an

answer.

He hates weddings

Former Army Ranger Ty Brooks is happy to see his brother-in-arms starting his new life. He just wishes he was out of this monkey suit and miles away from the

seemingly endless parade of guests. All this happily ever after isn't for him, but he's determined nothing's going to ruin Harrison and Ivy's special night. Especially

the asshat who's cornered one of the female guests.

A blast from the past

The knight in a tux who shows up with a glass of champagne pretending to be Paisley's date is none other than the first love who broke her heart. Ty's older,

hotter, and shocked to see her. It's clear the old chemistry is alive and kicking, and as they take a walk down memory lane, so are the feelings they both thought

long dead and buried. Will the night be the closure they never got...or the start of a second chance?

Author's note: This short story is a prequel to the novel MADE FOR LOVING YOU.

The Mobster’s Violet: The Flower of the Month

Author: Euryia Larsen

PLEASE NOTE: Due to a glitch, the wrong manuscript may have been sent out. If you have not received the most up-to-date version, I am so sorry.

Please feel free to contact me at EuryiaLarsenAuthor@gmail.com so that we can get you the right version.

Violet Jones

What goes up must come down.

I’m terrified to fly but I’m determined to get to Italy for my father’s wedding. So onto a giant metal bird I go, I may be in first class but that doesn’t mean I won’t

freak out. I just hope that the handsome man next to me doesn’t mind me holding his hand.

Zahn Vaneti

I’ve been summoned to Italy to take my place as head of the Vaneti Family. My father wants me to take a wife but who has time for such luxuries. Then the

sweetest little flower sits next to me on the plane. I want to show her the Italy I know and claim her for my own but will my world wilt this little flower?

Her Secret Billionaire: A Curvy Woman Romance (Powerful Billionaires Book 2)

Author: Emily Evans

She’s a musician working at a hotel. He’s wealthy, grumpy, and tired of women being interested in him only because of his money. Will his secret

destroy their chance for happiness?

Her Secret Billionaire is a steamy short romance with a curvy woman and a hot hero. It is the second book in the Billionaire series.

Luna

I never expected to end up as a jazz pianist in a hotel.

I come from a family of musicians, but when my sister died, piano became my escape– and then I fell in love with how it made me feel.

And now I’m falling in love with the hot stranger who came to watch me play.

Ethan is incredibly handsome, and smart, and sweet.

But why did he lie to me, and was I a fool to fall for him?

Ethan

I built my company from scratch, and now I’m about to close another deal.

I thought I’d listen to the hotel pianist to relax a bit. Her playing brings back the sweetest childhood memories.

I didn’t expect I’d fall in love with her.

Luna is curvy, gorgeous and full of joy.

But will she allow me to explain why I wasn’t completely honest with her?

This is a sweet steamy romance. No cliffhangers, and a guaranteed happily ever after. This is the second in the Billionaire series, but can also be read as a

standalone. If you enjoy short romances with super-hot sex scenes and the sweetest love story, you’ll fall in love with this book.

Two Days in November: A Teatime Tales Novelette

Author: Leenie Brown



He loves her, though he doesn't think he should -- until, of course, he must.

Fitzwilliam Darcy's heart says Elizabeth Bennet should be his wife. His head is not certain his heart is wise. While he is attempting to sort out what he thinks he

should do and what he truly wants to do, he comes across a distraught Elizabeth. The conversation they share and the secret he learns about her sister quickly

put an end to his inner struggle for there is really only one thing he must do. He must help protect her sister from heartbreak and hope, that in the end, his own

heart will not be left in tatters.

Two Days in November is a novelette of just over 10,000 words and is the third installment in Leenie Brown's Teatime Tales Collection of Austen-inspired quick

reads. If you're looking for an entertaining escape from the everyday, where matters of the heart find welcome friendship with logic and reason, then you'll love

this story about taking up a scheme to help a new acquaintance and finding a happy future along the way.

So put the kettle on, download your copy of Two Days in November, and steal away with Mr. Darcy as he and Elizabeth decipher the code to happily ever after.

~*~

[This story was previously published in a shorter form as part of a Teatime Tales short story anthology. That original short story has now been lengthened into this

novelette.]

Cracks in the Windshield: After I Do

Author: Bree Weeks

Mike:

Deb and I were happy for a long time. And then, we weren't. Together since high school, three kids, two cars, and a mortgage have kept us busy. I'm just going

through the motions until she catches me off guard. Divorce papers. Worse than a punch to the gut. I'm not willing to let her go and will do anything to get her

back. Can I convince her to give me, to give us, one more chance?

Deb:

I'm convinced that if everyone else had stayed out of our marriage, we could have made it work. My sister, his cousin, our three kids, they all influenced us one

way or another. I admit, it was a low blow to serve the divorce papers on him out of the blue like that, but we have to make a clean break. And that was the only

way I could do it without completely backing down. He's pulling out all the stops to change my mind, and I wish I could believe him. I'm dying inside just imagining

my life without him. Can we let go of all the static long enough to truly see each other again? Is it too late for us?

This coming February, you're officially invited to attend a month-long celebration of love! Twenty-seven of your favorite short, steamy romance authors have

teamed up to bring you stories that will make you swoon, laugh and set your e-readers on fire! Whether they’ve stumbled into love, fallen for their worst enemy,

corralled their bestie, or are fighting to rekindle a lost love...Tag along and find out what happens "After I Do"!

Elijah: A Mountain Man Curvy Woman Romance (Veterans in Alaska Book 1)

Author: Emily Evans

Mia 

When my best friend Mona dies, I decide to take a sabbatical year and see the place we both dreamed of visiting again: Alaska. 

I pack my stuff, put it in the car, and just drive. 

My sister is furious. She’s acting as if I don’t even know anyone there, which isn’t true. 

Elijah is there. 

I haven’t seen him since I was 10. I can’t believe he’s so handsome now. 

Even after an encounter of a close kind with a bear, I feel safe knowing that Elijah is there. 

But he is Mona’s ex-boyfriend. 

Can he ever see me as more than just her friend? 

 

Elijah 

When Mia wakes me up after her car stopped working outside of town I rush to her aid. 

I last saw her and her family back when I was a teenager, before leaving to the army. 

She was just 10 at the time. 

But when I find her curled up in her car, I see a gorgeous woman. 

I try not to act on my attraction because we’re both hurting over the loss of Mona, but circumstances keep pushing us together. 

Very soon I know that Mia is the one. 

I want to spend the rest of my life with this woman. 

She is the one I want to keep safe, and loved, and happy. 

I want to make her smile again. 

And I will do everything in my power to be the man she deserves. 

 

 

We made a vow. As military men, our word is our bond, so now that we’ve retired, we’re back at Virgin Falls to support our fallen brother’s wife. The Alaskan town 

was our place to unwind. A beautiful place with people who are friendly if somewhat reserved. We want to start new lives here and grow our families together. But



can we find love in these remote mountains?

Feminized for a Game

Author: Jessie Ash

(A transgender fantasy romance) Alex was the ace of Wall Street. He was on his way to the corner office. Then his whole world was turned upside down. With no

hope in sight, Alex has one chance to reclaim his life by playing a game. If he wins the reward is huge. If he loses, his life will change forever. It’s an illustrated

twisted fantasy romance with a gender bender twist.

A Battle of Wills and Words: A Teatime Tales Novelette

Author: Leenie Brown

He expected to discover who she was. He never counted on being so charmed.

When Henry Fitzwilliam's sister Catherine came sputtering and fuming to his home about their nephew, Fitzwilliam Darcy, being taken in by a fortune-hunting

seductress, he knew that the only way to appease her was to meet Darcy's betrothed. What began as a perfunctory soiree to do his duty to his family, quickly

turns into a most entertaining evening of secrets revealed that finds Lord Matlock utterly charmed by his future niece.

A Battle of Wills and Words is a novelette of just over 11,000 words and is the fourth installment in Leenie Brown's Teatime Tales Collection of Austen-inspired

quick reads. If you're looking for an entertaining escape from the everyday, then you'll enjoy this story where matters of the heart and the follies of the people in

love, when put on display, speak loudly to the strength of the bond between the lovers.

So put the kettle on, download your copy of A Battle of Wills and Words, and take a look at Darcy and Elizabeth's courtship and betrothal through Lord Matlock's

eyes.

~*~

[This story was previously published in a shorter form as part of a Teatime Tales short story anthology. That original short story has now been lengthened into this

novelette.]

Love Lessons (Zaftig Dating Agency)

Author: Jane Fox

Dominic: Trapped in a classroom with the woman of my dreams — I can live with this.

Elisa: I can't believe I'm locked in my classroom with a hot firefighter. Things could definitely be worse.

Sometimes fate needs a little help. Welcome to the files of the Zaftig Dating Agency, where alpha men find the curvy women of their dreams!

Each book in the series is a complete, standalone story.

This is a sweet but sexy short story romance, complete with insta-love and a guaranteed happily-ever-after. If you’re looking for an escape from everyday life

with an alpha older man and the curvy BBW younger woman that he loves, this is the book for you!

Girl Husband: Gender Swap Romance

Author: Paula Spicer



Hal kisses his wife and kids goodbye, and starts walking to work on a lovely summer’s morning. Everything’s going well until he stumbles upon a supernatural

entity on the way to work and gets turned into a woman.

It's a very confusing situation for Hal.

Now Hal needs his wife, Emma, to help him put things right. But maybe Hal and Emma will discover they like things the way they are. Maybe the supernatural

entity knew something about Hal that he didn’t know about himself.

Maybe he was always meant to be a she.

Author's note: This is a gender swap romance story with a happy ending!

May Flowers: A Clean Contemporary Romance (Calendar Romance Book 5)

Author: Eden Larsen

Love blooms after the rain…

Aria Garcia is a fifth grade teacher in Vermont, who likes to keep her private life private. Her co-workers are curious as to who is sending her flowers almost every

single day. Aria has never felt the way she does with Damian Rossi. He makes her feel safe and, most importantly, loved.

With each new bouquet of flowers from Damian, Aria falls deeper in love. After a month of sneaking around, Damian is ready to show off his love for Aria. Will

Aria be able to find the courage she needs to let go of her fears?

The Cabin: A Rixon Raider Short Story (Rixon Raiders)

Author: L A Cotton

When Jason Ford's teammate offers him the chance to spend the weekend at his friend's cabin, he can't say no to the rare opportunity of some quality time alone

with his girl.

After all, it's the holiday season, and all he wants for Christmas ... is her.

*The Cabin is a short story set in the Rixon Raider world. It is best read after The Endgame Is You. The Cabin was previously published in the Mistletoe Kisses

anthology.

Hades's Jewel : Outlaws Guardian Protectors MC

Author: Selene F. Hearthorne

Casey is a strong, sensitive young woman who was forced into the underground fight club by her brother and abused by Markus, her older brother, for years. She

met a young woman who became her best friend over the years since high school, her name was Ciera, and she helped her find her place within the underground

fight club.

One faithful night they had to fight for the sake of them both as they feared Markus himself. They both had produced the idea of faking out the fight so Casey

would end up in the hospital faking a coma to escape Markus and his evil ways and abuse.

What neither of the girls was expecting was for Markus to want Ciera murdered for the fact Casey was in the hospital. Not even a year later, they had decided that

Ciera needed to leave Kansas City and go into hiding for her safety, and Casey would stay here, for the time being, keeping an eye on her brother.

A few months later, two MC Patched members came to her door telling her she was needed in Warson Woods as Ciera was in trouble alongside the rest of the

MC brothers. She meets the Outlaws Guardian Protectors MC VP in Warson Woods, Missouri.

Hades is a man who has seen enough bloodshed to last him a lifetime and dark demons that keep him up at night for the sake of his past and the present day as

the Vice President of The Outlaws Guardian Protectors MC.

Neither had hope that they would find the peace they both have searched for over the years within each other one day. This is the start of their story and how they

overcome each hardship to prove everyone wrong and save each other from their darkness.

Levi: A Mountain Man Curvy Woman Romance (Veterans in Alaska Book 7)

Author: Emily Evans



Julia

A year after my husband died, I travel back to Virgin Falls, Alaska, to hopefully find some peace.

I have such sweet childhood memories, but I keep thinking about the things we dreamed to do but now none of it will happen.

Still, I’m happy to see my friends and family.

And I’m more than surprised when I meet a man.

Levi is kind and handsome – more than handsome, he’s hot.

It’s the first time I’ve felt anything for a man since my husband died.

But his family’s company wants to buy out my father’s company. Our family business. And I don’t see how we can get past that.

Levi

When I meet Julia and hear that she needs my handyman help, of course I agree.

I might be a fisherman, but I’m also good at fixing things.

And I like helping people.

Especially such a gorgeous curvy woman.

When I realize our families have conflicting business interests, I try to fight my attraction, but it’s impossible.

Not when I know Julia is the one for me.

The one I want to love and cherish, have children with and grow old with.

But how do we overcome the issues between our families that threaten our relationship?

We made a vow. As military men, our word is our bond, so now that we’ve retired, we’re back at Virgin Falls to support our fallen brother’s wife. The Alaskan town

was our place to unwind. A beautiful place with people who are friendly if somewhat reserved. We want to start new lives here and grow our families together. But

can we find love in these remote mountains?

Flint: A Second Chance Mountain Man Curvy Girl Romance (Veterans of Vermont Book 2)

Author: Kate Weiss

Flint: Veterans of Vermont Book 2

Features: A mountain man cop and younger curvy girl romance. Instalove and second chance themes.

Caitlyn

When I heard that my brother had moved to Pink Springs, I jumped at the chance to join him.

After all, their hospital has one of the best internship programs in the country.

And there are just too many bad memories in the city. Namely, my ex-fiancé who suddenly walked out on me.

So, imagine my surprise when we cross paths on my first night in town.

I can see that he hasn't completely let go of the past.

From the way he looks at me, I think he's only got one thing on his mind.

The problem is, my body's reacting as if he never left.

And I'm not sure my resolve will be strong enough to keep me away from Flint.

Flint

Nobody could ever say that I didn't love Caitlyn.

We had everything, but I was bad for her, so I did what I had to do.

When she turns up in Pink Springs, I feel like I've won the lottery.

I've won a second chance at building a life with this woman.

Whatever happened between us, I'm ready to sweep it under the rug and start over.

I just hope that she can say the same.

Caitlyn achieved everything that I knew she could.

But leaving her was the biggest mistake of my life.

And I'm going to win her back, whatever it takes.

Six of us enlisted, but only five of us got to board the plane home. From the second our boots hit the dust bowl, we made a promise forged in blood. If any one of

us lost our lives in that godforsaken desert, we'd all pitch in to look after our fallen comrade's family. When Harlow met his end, it's a promise that we stuck to.

And in Pink Springs, Vermont, we all found something to keep our hands busy inbetween taking care of Harlow's kid siblings and parents. Laid-back jobs,

storefronts and eateries full of small-town charm, and the curvy girls who stole our hearts.

A mountain man instalove romance series, featuring alpha males, older man and younger woman partners, and hunky mountain men who have to have their

curvy girl. There's no cheating and no cliffhangers. HEA comes as standard!

Spirit of the Season: A Sweet Regency Christmas Tale (Noble Holidays Book 6)

Author: Anthea Lawson

A brand new holiday tale from USA Today bestseller Anthea Lawson, featuring mistletoe, family secrets, and the machinations of a mischievous ghost.



Miss Kate Wardmere, a young lady of minimal fortune but generous appearance, is teetering close to ruin. When she receives an invitation to spend the holidays

with a distant cousin at a remote country estate, she accepts, hoping for a refuge from her troubles. Instead, it seems they are just beginning,,,

Marcus Fairfax is going home for Christmas - but to his dismay he finds Kate already ensconced as a guest. They share a history that ended in heartbreak, and

the last thing he wants is to be trapped with the lady in question over the holidays.

Determined to part ways once and for all, Marcus and Kate instead find that the magic of the season, plus the resident ghost, conspire to bring them together. But

will the holiday spirit be enough to overcome the suffering in their pasts?

Heat level: SWEET

Spirit of the Season is a short novella of approximately 50 pages.

Zachary: A Mountain Man Curvy Woman Romance (Veterans in Alaska Book 3)

Author: Emily Evans

Erica

I’ve finally done what I should have done a long time ago.

I’ve moved back to Virgin Falls.[AB1] To a life away from men and the heartbreak they bring.

It will be good for me. I have friends here and the people are really friendly.

Especially Zachary, who helps me get to my new place when my car plays up.

He is such a good guy, but I’m committed to staying single.

But he’s incredibly hot.

And makes me feel safe.

Maybe… just maybe… I don’t have to be so careful with Zachary?

Zachary

It’s nothing usual to help Erica when she asks for directions.

I’m used to helping people, whether they’re fellow veterans or new to town.

She seems distant. Has she been hurt? I wonder what happened to her?

And I can’t help but notice that she’s gorgeous.

I try not to show how I feel. I’m not sure that would be welcome at this time.

But I soon realize that I don’t just find her attractive. I know she’s the one for me.

She’s the one I want to love and cherish and keep safe forever.

I will prove to her that even though she was hurt in the past, her heart is safe with me.

We made a vow. As military men, our word is our bond, so now that we’ve retired, we’re back at Virgin Falls to support our fallen brother’s wife. The Alaskan town

was our place to unwind. A beautiful place with people who are friendly if somewhat reserved. We want to start new lives here and grow our families together. But

can we find love in these remote mountains?

Jacob: A Mountain Man Curvy Woman Romance (Veterans in Alaska Book 5)

Author: Emily Evans

Leah 

When my mother passes away, I hesitate to go back to Virgin Falls, Alaska. 

But I need to take care of the cabin and the cafe that she’s left me. 

My brother Dereck is glad that I’m coming. 

And it will be great to see all my childhood friends. 

Especially Jacob. 

My teenage crush. 

I can’t believe how sexy he is now. 

Perhaps I can stay and live in the cabin and continue my career by singing at the café … 

Perhaps I can see if Jacob could ever think of me as more than just his best friend’s little sister. 

 

Jacob 

When I hear that Leah is coming back to town, all I remember the kid who always followed Dereck and me around. 

The girl we used to tease all the time. 

Like teenage boys do. 

But when I see her now, there’s a gorgeous curvy woman. 

Who is still my best friend’s little sister. 

I try not to show my attraction, but I soon realize she’s the one I want to love and take care of. 

The one I want to build a life and a family with. 

But does she feel the same? And isn’t she going back to her city career? 



 

We made a vow. As military men, our word is our bond, so now that we’ve retired, we’re back at Virgin Falls to support our fallen brother’s wife. The Alaskan town

was our place to unwind. A beautiful place with people who are friendly if somewhat reserved. We want to start new lives here and grow our families together. But

can we find love in these remote mountains?

RIVER: A Curvy Woman, Mountain Man Romance (Mountain Alphas Book 4)

Author: Lexi Rose

An Enemy to Friends Instalove BBW Alpha Male Naughty Romance

Kara’s an in-home nurse with a big heart, struggling to put her younger brother through college. River’s a rugged mountain man who’s just found out his mom is

dying. 

Forced to live under the same roof, a rocky start turns into a smoldering passion. But first, River needs to protect his woman from a lecherous loan shark,

hell-bent on destroying her life. 

Can River overcome the pain in his heart, and allow himself to love the woman of his dreams?

Will a bad first impression ruin their chance of a lifetime of love?

And, can Kara put herself first for a change? Instead of always sacrificing her happiness for others? 

♥ Kara ♥

The first time I met River, I thought he was a jerk. 

A big, gorgeous jerk with bad manners and an even worse attitude. 

He stomped into my life like a bull with its tail on fire. 

But, try as I might, I couldn’t deny the attraction I felt. 

Then, as I got to know him better, I realized I was wrong. 

River’s not a jerk. He’s just selective about who he cares for.

He’s the kind of man who’d do anything for the people he loves. 

Even if it means putting his life in danger.

♥ The MOUNTAIN ALPHAS series are short, sweet, and steamy standalone romance stories featuring curvy BBW women, and hot alpha mountain men. Perfect

for a pick-me-up during your day or just before bed ♥

♥ No cheating ♥

♥ No cliffhangers ♥

♥ HEA guaranteed ♥

A Heaven to Reach For



Author: R. Cooper

Ara is a festival for spring, for the return of clear skies, for beginnings. People dance, drink, and decorate themselves in blue capes or ribbons, or, for the more

bold, with aras blooms, which leave behind a blue stain when crushed. A splash of this blue across the lips indicates someone is open to kisses, while a chain of

the delicate blooms in their hair means they are open to more than kissing, whatever that may be.

It is a tradition older and perhaps stronger than the disapproving Church, yet it is still a surprise for Owin, one of the Duke’s guardsman, to find the Duke’s little

priest-mage at the festivities. Owin has long been captivated by the stern, awkward postulant with a habit of broadcasting his moods with sparks of magical

energy. Seeing Maschi’s lips stained blue finally puts a name to the ache Owin carries in his chest whenever he thinks of the tiny mage. But Maschi is young,

learned, and pretty as well as nearly a priest. Not meant for an older, battered guard with no faith or learning.

But Ara is a day—and a night—for love, and magic, and perhaps even grace, if that is to be found in the heart of one scarred giant. When Maschi puts aras

blooms in his hair and speaks of Heaven, Owin must make a choice; reach for his, or leave Maschi to dream alone.

A Carolina Valentine (The Magnolia Sisters)

Author: Michelle Major

A Valentine’s Day wedding, a fake girlfriend and a bachelor auction—what could go wrong?

After an unexpected—but heated—New Year’s kiss, Dr. Paul Thorpe has done his utmost to keep things from turning awkward with his colleague, nurse Aimee

Baker. But when she asks him to participate in the bachelor auction at the hospital’s fundraising gala, he takes his chances and agrees on one condition: that

Aimee accompany him to his brother’s Valentine’s Day wedding as his pretend girlfriend. What he doesn’t tell her is that his ex-fiancée will also be in attendance.

Aimee agrees, knowing Paul’s participation in the auction will raise the money needed for a mobile health clinic. And as much as she’s looking forward to

spending a weekend with Paul, she’s also certain it won’t go anywhere. Everyone knows that Paul doesn’t date, and after Aimee’s divorce, that’s fine with her…or

so she tells herself. But as the weekend goes on, their fake relationship is beginning to feel all too real, despite the limit on their time together. Will this Valentine’s

Day wedding date make it past the weekend?

Curves and Crushes : A sweet and steamy second chance romance (Windsor Securities Book 4)

Author: Kat Baxter

From the author of Real Men Love Curves comes your next sweet and steamy read about high school crushes and second chances. 

I fell in love with Claire Abernathy across a library table while she tutored me in math. Things didn’t work out for us and her dad made it very clear that I wasn’t

good enough for his brainiac of a daughter. 

The Army made me a Green Beret. My current job is in private security which brings Claire back into my life. Now that I’ve found her again, I’m not letting go.I'll

have to convince her that one night of passion will never be enough.

Curves and Crushes is the final book in the Windsor Securities series. If you love growly alpha heroes with gooey cinnamon-roll centers and curvy,

adorkable heroines, then you’ll LOVE Kat Baxter’s newest release. 

BUY now or read for FREE on Kindle Unlimited. 

Guarded by Hellhounds (Hell Baited Wolves)

Author: Cali Mann

An exciting introduction to USA Today bestselling author Cali Mann and Freya Black's intriguing world of shifters, werewolves, demons, and romance.

Three hot shifters and a runaway wolf collide in this sexy short adventure.

I'd marry to save my pack. Any man...but him. So I run.

In the midst of a wild storm, three hot men save me. Men with dark secrets and a demonic nature my pack might never accept, but my heart's already claimed

them. They're mine.

Grab this steamy why choose shifter romance now and enter the world of Hell Baited Wolves, a sexy demon paranormal reverse harem romance series by Cali

Mann and Freya Black.

Kane: A Mountain Man Curvy Woman Romance (Veterans in Alaska Book 8)



Author: Emily Evans

Emma

Eighteen years after my parents died in a hiking accident, I finally get the strength to go back to Virgin Falls.

I need to reconcile with my past.

My family spent summers there, and we were so happy and then … the accident and my parents died.

Even thinking about this place became too painful.

But my old friends are still there.

So is Kane, my childhood crush.

I’m not prepared for how incredibly sexy and handsome he’s become.

Memories still hurt, but it’s a little easier with Kane by my side.

But do I have the strength to stay in the place where my parents lost their lives?

Kane

When I see Emma walking into the bar and hear that she’ll be staying in Virgin Falls, I quickly invite her to stay in one of my cabins.

Emma and I used to be best friends when we were kids.

As we got older, we started developing feelings for each other, but nothing happened.

And now she’s a beautiful, sexy, curvy woman.

I know Virgin Falls holds painful memories for her, so I don’t show my attraction. She has enough to deal with.

But I soon realize that she’s the one I want to be with.

It’s always been her.

I never thought she’d come back, so how do I convince her to stay?

We made a vow. As military men, our word is our bond, so now that we’ve retired, we’re back at Virgin Falls to support our fallen brother’s wife. The Alaskan town

was our place to unwind. A beautiful place with people who are friendly if somewhat reserved. We want to start new lives here and grow our families together. But

can we find love in these remote mountains?

Submission: A Dark Sci-Fi Omegaverse Romance Prequel (Strafor Book 1)

Author: D.E. Chapman

We were the first ones sent to the new world.

We were the first ones to mutate into something more, something stronger.

We were also the first ones to be completely abandoned by Earth and left for dead.

Submission is a free prequel introducing Olo and Wen (MM) and it's set before Stolen and Sold. This series is a dark sci-fi omegaverse series featuring two

omegas and one alpha:

♥ Ménage

★ Male omega and female omega

♥ Genetic mutations

★ Accidental murder

♥ MM, MFM, MMF

Billionaire Daddy's Sexy Little: An Age Play, DDlg, Instalove, Standalone, Romance (Billionaires Daddies

Little Girl Book 1)

Author: Jess Winters

He is a billionaire who struggles to find a woman who will love him for who he is instead of his money. She has spent her life trying desperately to be 

who she wants to be instead of who she is expected to be... 

 

DAMIEN 

The girl at the coffee shop is perfect. 

She's beautiful and everything I have ever wanted. 

There is something in her eyes that makes her seem sad. 

I would give anything to make her happy. 

I want something real, and I believe this young woman could give that to me. 

I know it won't work; it never does. Women never see Damien Carter; they see my bank account. 

 

CINDY 

I see Damien every single day, and I want him. 

I want him more than I can even express. 

Though I feel there is no way he would desire me. 

I am a disappointment; just ask my parents.



Not only did I not live up to my parents' dreams for me but decided to give up on my own dreams. 

What I need is to find myself. 

Then, perhaps, Damien would have a reason to think about a girl like me. 

 

Can Damien discover a path to attain the girl of his dreams? Will Cindy discover a method to get over what keeps her from pursuing her dreams? You'll love the

way these two find happily ever after together in Billionaire Daddy's Sexy Little Girl, the first book in the very hot and very exciting Billionaire Daddies series. 

 

Billionaire Daddy's Sexy Little is a short HOT ageplay romance featuring two consenting adults who are perfect for each other. It includes DDLG and ABDL

elements, a touch of drama, and a sexy Happily Ever After. Enjoy! 

 

This is book one in a collection of standalone novellas featuring Littles and the Daddys perfect for them. These books can be read in any order.

Rowen: Insta-love Alpha Military Man and BBW (Wylder Mountain Heroes Book 11)

Author: Tarin Lex

Rowen: Wylder Mountain Heroes Book 11

An Insta-love Alpha Military Man and BBW Romance

Kira:

Rule number one:

Never date a military man.

As a florist I’ve done one too many arrangements for their services.

So when Sergeant Sexpot comes into my shop to buy flowers for his date, I don’t feel jealous. I don’t.

I just wonder how in the world I’ve never seen him before…

And why am I still thinking about him?

Rowen:

My buddy Talon set me up on a date.

If this one doesn’t work out, I promised myself I’m volunteering for the next deployment.

I never expected to meet the woman of my dreams at the flower shop on my way to said date.

She’s not the one I’m going out with tonight; she is The One.

I don’t like to break promises, but just this once…

Because the second I lay eyes on Kira, I know she’s mine.

Dear Readers,

Ready for a whole new band of mountain men?

These alpha heroes might dwell in the shadows of the Wylder Bluffs, but when duty calls, they show up.

These are the mountains they call home. The mountains they protect.

And when their sweet, curvy women come for them, they’ll walk through fire to keep them safe, too.

No cliffhangers. No cheating. HEAs guaranteed. <3

Love, Tarin

WYLDER MOUNTAIN HEROES:

Gunnar (Soldier)

Callum (Ranger)

Soren (Firefighter)

Wolff (Private Investigator)

Weston (Bodyguard)

Mikah (Police Officer)

Storm (Marine)

Aragon (Search & Rescue)

Benny (Police Officer)

Talon (EMT)

Rowen (Soldier)

Chase (Volunteer)

Tate: A Small Town Romance (Heroes of Tracy Creek Book 2)

Author: Emily Evans

Audrey 

I dated Tate in high school, and we fell in love. 

Well, I thought he loved me, but he left me for someone else and broke my heart. 

And then he left Tracy Creek. 

But now he’s back as a firefighter and sexier than ever.



He comes to my bakery every day and he’s the first to help when there’s a fire. 

I know it’s his job, but that moment we share makes me wonder if maybe it’s more. 

But can I trust him not to break my heart again? 

 

Tate 

Audrey was my best friend, my high school sweetheart. My first love. 

And then I made the stupidest mistake of my life. 

I left her. 

But now I’m back, and so are all those feelings. 

She’s smart, decisive, and funny. 

And I’m no longer a stupid high school boy. 

I know what I want now, and it’s Audrey. 

For the rest of my life. 

But how do I convince her that I won’t abandon her again? 

 

 

Welcome to Tracy Creek, a small rural town where even a newcomer can find a happily ever after. There’s something for everyone here, the people are friendly

and supportive, and they can’t wait to meet you and show you around. The world of Tracy Creek will show you true love happening again and again in

heart-melting steamy instant-love romances. Enjoy your stay, and meet that special someone.

Captain Montgomery: Alpha Male Curvy Girl Police Officer Romance (Protect & Serve: Cops Love Curves)

Author: Kelsie Calloway

Captain Montgomery has fallen for the wrong woman… the Chief of Police’s daughter.

Montgomery:

When I come across a VW Bug parked in a red zone, I’m going to do my job.

That is until mouthy, curvy Paisley Sutton walks out and gives me an earful.

And then picks up her phone and calls my boss, Chief Sutton.

How was I supposed to know that I was towing the Chief’s daughter’s car?

But even if I’m not allowed to write her a ticket, the Chief has other plans in mind.

He wants Paisley to get a taste of what it’s like to be a police officer.

So he has her follow me around for the day as punishment.

I know that I shouldn’t fall for the boss’ daughter, but I can’t help it.

There’s something about her fiery attitude that I can’t get enough of.

Captain Montgomery is book one in the Protect & Serve: Cops Love Curves series that features alpha male police officers going above and beyond the law

for curvy citizen vixens. These sinfully sweet treats can be read in any order.

Happily ever after guaranteed! ♥
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